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Introduction
Welcome to CompTIA Security+ Exam Cram, Second Edition. Whether this
book is your first or your fifteenth Exam Cram series book, you’ll find informa-
tion here that will help ensure your success as you pursue knowledge, experi-
ence, and certification. This book aims to help you get ready to take and pass
the CompTIA Security+ exam, number SY0-201.

This introduction explains CompTIA’s certification programs in general and
talks about how the Exam Cram series can help you prepare for CompTIA’s lat-
est certification exams. Chapters 1 through 12 are designed to remind you of
everything you need to know to pass the SY0-201 certification exam. The two
practice exams at the end of this book should give you a reasonably accurate
assessment of your knowledge; and, yes, we’ve provided the answers and their
explanations for these practice exams. Read this book, understand the material,
and you’ll stand a very good chance of passing the real test.

Exam Cram books help you understand and appreciate the subjects and materi-
als you need to know to pass CompTIA certification exams. Exam Cram books
are aimed strictly at test preparation and review. They do not teach you every-
thing you need to know about a subject. Instead, the authors streamline and
highlight the pertinent information by presenting and dissecting the questions
and problems they’ve discovered that you’re likely to encounter on a CompTIA
test. 

Nevertheless, to completely prepare yourself for any CompTIA test, we recom-
mend that you begin by taking the “Self-Assessment” that immediately follows
this introduction. The self-assessment tool will help you evaluate your knowl-
edge base against the requirements for the CompTIA Security+ exam under
both ideal and real circumstances. This can also be the first step in earning more
advanced security certifications.

Based on what you learn from the self-assessment, you might decide to begin
your studies with classroom training or some background reading. On the other
hand, you might decide to pick up and read one of the many study guides avail-
able from Que or a third-party vendor. 

We also strongly recommend that you spend some time installing, configuring,
and working with both Windows and UNIX or Linux operating systems to
patch and maintain them for the best and most current security possible because
the Security+ exam focuses on such activities and the knowledge and skills they
can provide for you. Nothing beats hands-on experience and familiarity when it
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comes to understanding the questions you’re likely to encounter on a certifica-
tion test. Book learning is essential, but without doubt, hands-on experience is
the best teacher of all!

The CompTIA Certification Program
The Computing Technology Industry Association (http://www.comptia.org)
offers numerous IT certifications, primarily aimed at entry- and intermediate-
level IT professionals. Here is a list of some other relevant CompTIA certifica-
tions, briefly annotated to document their possible relevance to Security+:

. A+: An exam that tests basic PC hardware and software installation, con-
figuration, diagnosing, preventive maintenance, and basic networking.
This two-part exam also covers security, safety, environmental issues,
communication, and professionalism. This exam is an excellent prequali-
fier for those interested in Security+ who might have little or no PC or
computing skills or knowledge. For more information about this exam,
see http://certification.comptia.org/a/default.aspx.

. Network+: An exam that tests basic and intermediate networking skills
and knowledge, including hardware, drivers, protocols, and trou-
bleshooting topics. This exam is an excellent prequalifier for those inter-
ested in Security+ who have little or no networking skills or knowledge.
For more information about this exam, go to http://certification.comp-
tia.org/network/default.aspx.

. Server+: An exam that tests server knowledge and capabilities, including
RAID, SCSI, multiple CPUs, and disaster recovery. This exam is an
excellent prequalifier for those interested in Security+ who have little or
no server environment skills or knowledge. For more information about
this exam, go to http://certification.comptia.org/server/default.aspx.

. Linux+: An exam that tests knowledge and management of Linux systems
via command line, user administration, file permissions, software config-
urations, Linux-based clients, server systems, and security. For more
information about this exam, go to http://certification.comptia.org/
linux/default.aspx.

The CompTIA exams are all vendor- and platform-neutral, which means they
primarily test general skills and knowledge, instead of focusing on vendor or
product specifics. Therefore, they offer certification candidates a chance to

http://www.comptia.org
http://certification.comptia.org/a/default.aspx
http://certification.comptia.org/network/default.aspx
http://certification.comptia.org/network/default.aspx
http://certification.comptia.org/server/default.aspx
http://certification.comptia.org/linux/default.aspx
http://certification.comptia.org/linux/default.aspx
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demonstrate necessary general abilities relevant in most workplaces. (This
explains why employers generally look at CompTIA certifications favorably.)

Because CompTIA changes their website often, the URLs listed above might
not work in the future. You should use the Search tool on CompTIA’s site to find
more information about a particular certification. 

Taking a Certification Exam
After you prepare for your exam, you need to register with a testing center. At
the time of this writing, the cost to take the Security+ exam is $258 for individ-
uals. CompTIA Corporate Members receive discounts on nonmember pricing.
For more information about these discounts, a local CompTIA sales represen-
tative can provide answers to any questions you might have. If you don’t pass,
you can take the exam again for the same cost as the first attempt, for each
attempt until you pass. In the United States and Canada, tests are administered
by Prometric or VUE. Here’s how you can contact them:

. Prometric—You can sign up for a test through the company’s website,
http://securereg3.prometric.com/. Within the United States and Canada,
you can register by phone at 800-755-3926. If you live outside this
region, check the Prometric website for the appropriate phone number.

. Pearson VUE—You can contact Virtual University Enterprises (VUE) to
locate a nearby testing center that administers the test and to make an
appointment. You can find the sign-up web page for the exam itself at
http://www.vue.com/comptia/. You can also use this web page (click the
Contact button, click the View Telephone Directory by Sponsor link, and
then click CompTIA) to obtain a telephone number for the company (in
case you can’t or don’t want to sign up for the exam on the web page).

To sign up for a test, you must possess a valid credit card or contact either
Prometric or Vue for mailing instructions to send a check (in the United States).
Only after payment has been verified, or a check has cleared, can you actually
register for a test.

To schedule an exam, you need to call the appropriate phone number or visit the
Prometric or Vue website at least one day in advance. To cancel or reschedule
an exam in the United States or Canada, you must call before 3 p.m. Eastern
time the day before the scheduled test time (or you might be charged, even if
you don’t show up to take the test). When you want to schedule a test, you
should have the following information ready:

http://securereg3.prometric.com/
http://www.vue.com/comptia/
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. Your name, organization, and mailing address.

. Your CompTIA test ID. (In the United States, this means your Social
Security number; citizens of other countries should call ahead to find out
what type of identification number is required to register for a test.)

. The name and number of the exam you want to take.

. A payment method. (As mentioned previously, a credit card is the most
convenient method; alternative means can be arranged in advance, if nec-
essary.)

After you sign up for a test, you are told when and where the test is scheduled.
You should arrive at least 15 minutes early. To be admitted into the testing room,
you must supply two forms of identification, one of which must be a photo ID.

Tracking Certification Status
After you pass the exam, you are certified. Official certification is normally
granted after six to eight weeks, so you shouldn’t expect to get your credentials
overnight. The package for official certification that arrives includes a Welcome
Kit that contains a number of elements. (See CompTIA’s website for other ben-
efits of specific certifications.)

. A certificate suitable for framing, along with a wallet card.

. A license to use the related certification logo, which means you can use
the logo in advertisements, promotions, and documents, and on letter-
head, business cards, and so on. Along with the license comes a logo
sheet, which includes camera-ready artwork. (Note that before you use
any of the artwork, you must sign and return a licensing agreement that
indicates you’ll abide by its terms and conditions.)

Many people believe that the benefits of certification go well beyond the perks
that CompTIA provides to new members of this elite group. We’re starting to
see more job listings that request or require applicants to have CompTIA and
other related certifications, and many individuals who complete CompTIA cer-
tification programs can qualify for increases in pay and responsibility. As an offi-
cial recognition of hard work and broad knowledge, a certification credential is
a badge of honor in many IT organizations.
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About This Book
We’ve structured the topics in this book to build on one another. Therefore,
some topics in later chapters make the most sense after you’ve read earlier chap-
ters. That’s why we suggest that you read this book from front to back for your
initial test preparation. If you need to brush up on a topic or if you have to bone
up for a second try, you can use the index or table of contents to go straight to
the topics and questions that you need to study. Beyond helping you prepare for
the test, we think you’ll find this book useful as a tightly focused reference to
some of the most important aspects of the Security+ certification.

Chapter Format and Conventions
Each topical Exam Cram chapter follows a regular structure and contains graph-
ical cues about important or useful information. Here’s the structure of a typical
chapter:

. Opening hotlists—Each chapter begins with a list of the terms, tools, and
techniques that you must learn and understand before you can be fully
conversant with that chapter’s subject matter. The hotlists are followed
with one or two introductory paragraphs to set the stage for the rest of
the chapter.

. Topical coverage—After the opening hotlists and introductory text, each
chapter covers a series of topics related to the chapter’s subject.
Throughout that section, we highlight topics or concepts that are likely
to appear on a test, using a special element called an Exam Alert:

This is what an alert looks like. Normally, an alert stresses concepts, terms, software,
or activities that are likely to relate to one or more certification test questions. For that
reason, we think any information in an alert is worthy of extra attentiveness on your
part.

Pay close attention to material flagged in Exam Alerts; although all the
information in this book pertains to what you need to know to pass the
exam, Exam Alerts contain information that is really important. Of
course, you need to understand the “meat” of each chapter, too, when
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preparing for the test. Because this book’s material is condensed, we rec-
ommend that you use this book along with other resources to achieve the
maximum benefit.

In addition to the alerts, we provide tips and notes to help you build a
better foundation for security knowledge. Although the tip information
might not be on the exam, it is certainly related and will help you
become a better-informed test taker.

This is how tips are formatted. Keep your eyes open for these, and you’ll become a
Security+ guru in no time!

This is how notes are formatted. Notes direct your attention to important pieces of infor-
mation that relate to the CompTIA Security+ certification.

. Exam prep questions—Although we talk about test questions and topics
throughout this book, the section at the end of each chapter presents a
series of mock test questions and explanations of both correct and incor-
rect answers.

. Details and resources—Every chapter ends with a section that provides
direct pointers to CompTIA and third-party resources that offer more
information about the chapter’s subject. That section also tries to rank or
at least rate the quality and thoroughness of the topic’s coverage by each
resource. If you find a resource you like in that collection, you should
use it; don’t feel compelled to use all the resources. On the other hand,
we recommend only resources that we use on a regular basis, so none of
our recommendations will be a waste of your time or money. (However,
purchasing them all at once probably represents an expense that many
network administrators and CompTIA certification candidates might
find hard to justify.)

NOTE
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Although the bulk of this book follows this chapter structure just described, we
want to point out a few other elements: 

. “Practice Exam 1” and “Practice Exam 2” and the answer explanations
provide good reviews of the material presented throughout the book to
ensure that you’re ready for the exam. 

. The Glossary defines important terms used in this book.

. The tear-out Cram Sheet attached next to the inside front cover of this
book represents a condensed collection of facts and tips that we think are
essential for you to memorize before taking the test. Because you can
dump this information out of your head onto a sheet of paper just before
taking the exam, you can master this information by brute force; you
need to remember it only long enough to write it down when you walk
into the testing room. You might even want to look at it in the car or in
the lobby of the testing center just before you walk in to take the exam.

. The MeasureUp Practice Tests CD-ROM that comes with each Exam
Cram and Exam Prep book features a powerful, state-of-the-art test
engine that prepares you for the actual exam. MeasureUp Practice Tests
are developed by certified IT professionals and are trusted by certifica-
tion students around the world. For more information, visit
http://www.measureup.com.

Exam Topics
Table I-1 lists the skills measured by the SY0-201 exam and the chapter in which
the topic is discussed. Some topics are covered in other chapters, too.

http://www.measureup.com
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TABLE I-1 CompTIA SY0-201 Exam Topics
Exam Topic Chapter

Domain 1.0: Systems Security

Differentiate among various systems security threats. 1

Explain the security risks pertaining to system hardware and peripherals. 1

Implement OS hardening practices and procedures to achieve workstation and server 
security. 7

Carry out the appropriate procedures to establish application security. 2

Implement security applications. 4

Explain the purpose and application of virtualization technology. 4

Domain 2.0: Network Infrastructure

Differentiate between the different ports and protocols and their respective threats and 
mitigation techniques. 3

Distinguish between network design elements and components. 3

Determine the appropriate use of network security tools to facilitate network security. 3

Apply the appropriate network tools to facilitate network security. 4

Evaluate user systems and recommend appropriate settings to optimize performance. 4

Explain the vulnerabilities and mitigations associated with network devices. 2

Explain the vulnerabilities and mitigations associated with various transmission media. 2

Explain the vulnerabilities and implement mitigations associated with wireless networking. 6

Domain 3.0: Access Control

Identify and apply industry best practices for access control methods. 5

Explain common access control models and the differences between each. 5

Organize users and computers into appropriate security groups and roles while 
distinguishing between appropriate rights and privileges. 4

Apply appropriate security controls to file and print resources. 4

Compare and implement logical access control methods. 4

Summarize the various authentication models and identify the components of each. 5

Deploy various authentication models and identify the components of each. 6

Explain the difference between identification and authentication (identity proofing). 5

Explain and apply physical access security methods. 5

Domain 4.0: Assessments and Audits

Conduct risk assessments and implement risk mitigation. 7

Carry out vulnerability assessments using common tools. 7

Within the realm of vulnerability assessments, explain the proper use of penetration 
testing versus vulnerability scanning. 7
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TABLE I-1 Continued
Exam Topic Chapter

Domain 4.0: Assessments and Audits

Use monitoring tools on systems and networks and detect security-related anomalies. 8

Compare and contrast various types of monitoring methodologies. 8

Execute proper logging procedures and evaluate the results. 8

Conduct periodic audits of system security settings. 8

Domain 5.0: Cryptography

Explain general cryptography concepts. 9

Explain basic hashing concepts and map various algorithms to appropriate applications. 9

Explain basic encryption concepts and map various algorithms to appropriate applications. 9

Explain and implement protocols. 10

Explain core concepts of public key cryptography. 10

Implement PKI and certificate management. 10

Domain 6.0: Organizational Security

Explain redundancy planning and its components. 11

Implement disaster recovery procedures. 11

Differentiate between and execute appropriate incident response procedures. 12

Identify and explain applicable legislation and organizational policies. 12

Explain the importance of environmental controls. 12

Explain the concept of and how to reduce the risks of social engineering. 12

Given all the book’s elements and its specialized focus, we’ve tried to create a
tool that will help you prepare for and pass CompTIA Security+ Exam SY0-201.
Please share with us your feedback on this book, especially if you have ideas
about how we can improve it for future test takers. Send your questions or com-
ments about this book via email to feedback@quepublishing.com. We’ll consid-
er everything you say carefully, and we’ll respond to all suggestions. For more
information about this book and other Exam Cram titles, visit our website at
http://www.informit.com/examcram.

Thanks for making this Exam Cram book a pivotal part of your certification
study plan. Best of luck on becoming certified!

http://www.informit.com/examcram
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Infrastructure Basics

Terms you need to understand:
✓ TCP/IP hijacking

✓ Spoofing

✓ Man-in-the-middle

✓ Replay

✓ DoS

✓ DNS kiting and DNS poisoning

✓ ARP poisoning

✓ DMZ

✓ VLAN

✓ NAT

✓ NAC

✓ NIDS

✓ HIDS

✓ NIPS

✓ Protocol analyzers

Techniques you need to master:
✓ Differentiate between the different ports and protocols, their respective

threats, and mitigation techniques.

✓ Distinguish between network design elements and components.

✓ Determine the appropriate use of network security tools to facilitate net-
work security.

✓ Apply the appropriate network tools to facilitate network security.

✓ Explain the strengths and vulnerabilities of various security zones and
devices.
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The network infrastructure is subject to myriad internal and external attacks
through services, protocols, and open ports. It is imperative that you understand
how to eliminate nonessential services and protocols, especially if the network
has been in existence for some period of time and some services are no longer
needed or have been forgotten. To stop many would-be attackers, you must
understand the different types of attacks that can happen, along with how to
implement a network design, components, and tools that can protect the infra-
structure.

This chapter discusses the concepts of identifying and mitigating network infra-
structure threats and alerts you to the most common attacks. In addition to
being able to explain these concepts, you will begin to understand how network
design and components can be used as a tool to protect and mitigate all types of
threats and to protect computers and network infrastructure. 

Port and Protocol Threats and
Mitigation Techniques
There are 65,535 TCP and UDP ports on which a computer can communicate.
The port numbers are divided into three ranges: 

. Well-known ports—The well-known ports are those from 0 through
1,023. 

. Registered ports—The registered ports are those from 1,024 through
49,151.

. Dynamic/private ports—The dynamic/private ports are those from 49,152
through 65,535.

Often, many of these ports are not secured and as a result are used for exploita-
tion. Table 3.1 lists some of the most commonly used ports and the services and
protocols that use them. All of these ports and services have vulnerabilities asso-
ciated with them. Some of these were discussed in Chapter 2, “Online
Vulnerabilities,” and some are discussed in this chapter. For those that are not
discussed, such as Echo, Systat, and Chargen, you can find more detailed infor-
mation in the “Suggested Reading and Resources” section at the end of this
chapter.
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Know the difference between the various types of attacks and the ports they are execut-
ed on.

TABLE 3.1 Commonly Used Ports
Port Service/Protocol

7 Echo

11 Systat

15 Netstat

19 Chargen

20 FTP-Data

21 FTP

22 SSH

23 Telnet

25 SMTP

49 TACACS

53 DNS

80 HTTP

110 POP3

111 Portmap

137, 138, 139 NetBIOS

161/162 SNMP

443 HTTPS

445 SMB

1,812 RADIUS

Ideally, the configuration process should start with installing only the services
necessary for the server to function. Table 3.1 includes a combination of proto-
cols that currently are in use and antiquated protocols that might still be in use
on a network. These protocols may be configured open by default when an
operating system is installed or by the machine manufacturer. Every operating
system requires different services for it to operate properly. If ports are opened
for manufacturer-installed tools, the manufacturer should have these services
listed in the documentation. The next sections cover port and protocol threats
and mitigation techniques.
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Antiquated and Older Protocols 
Notice in Table 3.1 that there are older protocols such as Chargen and Telnet.
Although these may be older, you might find that these protocols and the ports
they use are still accessible. For example, Finger, which uses port 79, was wide-
ly used during the early days of Internet, and today’s sites no longer offer the
service. However, you might still find some old implementations of Eudora mail
that use the Finger protocol, or worse, the mail clients have long since been
upgraded, but the port used 10 years ago was somehow left open. The quickest
way to tell which ports are open and which services are running is to do a
Netstat on the machine. You can also run local or online port scans. 

Older protocols that are still in use may leave the network vulnerable. Protocols
such as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and domain name
service (DNS) that were developed a long time ago and have been widely
deployed can pose security risks, too. SNMP is an application layer protocol
whose purpose is to collect statistics from TCP/IP devices. SNMP is used for
monitoring the health of network equipment, computer equipment, and devices
such as uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs). Many of the vulnerabilities asso-
ciated with SNMP stem from using SNMPv1. Although these vulnerabilities
were discovered in 2002, vulnerabilities are still being reported with current
SNMP components. A recent Gentoo Linux Security Advisory noted that mul-
tiple vulnerabilities in Net-SNMP allow for authentication bypass and execu-
tion of arbitrary code in Perl applications using Net-SNMP.

The SNMP management infrastructure consists of three components:

. SNMP managed node

. SNMP agent

. SNMP network management station

The device loads the agent, which in turn collects the information and forwards
it to the management station. Network management stations collect a massive
amount of critical network information and are likely targets of intruders
because SNMPv1 is not secure. The only security measure it has in place is its
community name, which is similar to a password. By default, this is “public” and
many times is not changed, thus leaving the information wide open to intruders.
SNMPv2 uses Message Digest Version 5 (MD5) for authentication. The trans-
missions can also be encrypted. SNMPv3 is the current standard, but some
devices are likely to still be using SNMPv1 or SNMPv2. 
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SNMP can help malicious users learn a lot about your system, making password
guessing attacks a bit easier. SNMP is often overlooked when checking for vul-
nerabilities because it uses User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ports 161 and 162.
Make sure network management stations are secure physically and secure on the
network. You might even consider using a separate management subnet and pro-
tecting it using a router with an access list. Unless this service is required, it
should be turned off.

The best way to protect the network infrastructure from attacks aimed at anti-
quated or unused ports and protocols is to remove any unnecessary protocols
and create access control lists to allow traffic on necessary ports only. By doing
so, you eliminate the possibility of unused and antiquated protocols being
exploited and minimize the threat of an attack. 

TCP/IP Hijacking 
Hijacking is the term used when an attacker takes control of a session between
the server and a client. This starts as a man-in-the-middle attack and then adds
a reset request to the client. The result is that the client gets kicked off the ses-
sion, while the rogue machine still communicates with the server. The attacker
intercepts the source-side packets and replaces them with new packets that are
sent to the destination. 

TCP/IP hijacking commonly happens during Telnet and web sessions where security is
lacking or when session timeouts aren’t configured properly. 

During web sessions, cookies are commonly used to authenticate and track
users. While the authenticated connection is in session, an attacker may be able
to hijack the session by loading a modified cookie in the session page. Session
hijacking can also occur when a session timeout is programmed to be a long
period of time. This provides a chance for an attacker to hijack the session. 

Telnet type plain-text connections create the ideal situation for TCP hijacking.
In this instance, an attacker watches the data being passed in the TCP session.
At any point, the attacker can take control of the user’s session. This is why
TCP/IP hijacking is also called session hijacking.

Forcing a user to reauthenticate before allowing transactions to occur could help
prevent this type of attack. Protection mechanisms include the use of unique ini-
tial sequence numbers (ISNs) and web session cookies. The more unique the
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cookie, the harder it is to break and hijack. Additional preventative measures for
this type of attack include use of encrypted session keys and Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) encryption.

Null Sessions 
A null session is a connection without specifying a username or password. Null
sessions are a possible security risk because the connection is not really authen-
ticated. A program or service using the system user account logs on with null
credentials, and in some web-based programs, the set of credentials used for
authentication defaults to anonymous access when null credentials are given. A
hacker or worm can exploit this vulnerability and potentially access sensitive
data on the system.

The best example of this is file and print sharing services on Windows machines.
The services communicate by using an interprocess communication share, or
IPC$. You have likely seen this on Windows machines (see Figure 3.1). 

FIGURE 3.1 A Windows IPC$ share.

These null sessions were created to allow unauthenticated hosts to obtain
browse lists from Windows NT servers and to use network file and print shar-
ing services. By default, Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 standalone
servers are not vulnerable to null session attacks. However, backward compati-
bility with Windows 2000 and NT open up vulnerability to null session attacks.
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On a vulnerable machine, even if you have disabled the Guest account, a null
session can be established by using the net use command to map a connection
using a blank username and password:
net use \\ip_address\ipc$ “” “/user:” 

After a null session connection has been established, many possibilities exist. You
can use commands such as net view to view a list of shared resources on the
target machine. You also can use application programming interfaces (APIs) and
remote procedure calls (RPCs) to enumerate information, escalate privileges,
and execute attacks.

The most effective way to reduce null session vulnerability is by disabling NetBIOS
over TCP/IP. After you have this, verify that ports 139 and 445 are closed. 

You could also control null session access by editing the Registry on Windows-
based computers to restrict anonymous access:

. Key—HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\
Control\LSA

. Value—RestrictAnonymous

. Type—DWORD

. Value—1

The key default value is 0. Changing this value to 1, which is more restrictive,
keeps a null session from seeing user accounts and admin shares. Changing the
value to 2 is the most restrictive. This disables null session without explicit per-
missions. However, this setting may conflict with some applications that rely on
null sessions. Keep in mind that even though you can change the Registry set-
tings to try to prevent this type of attack, some tools sidestep this measure. If
security is a major concern, you might have to consider not allowing any null
sessions on your public and private networks.

Spoofing
Spoofing is a method of providing false identity information to gain unauthorized
access. This is accomplished by modifying the source address of traffic or source
of information. 
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Spoofing seeks to bypass IP address filters by setting up a connection from a client and
sourcing the packets with an IP address that is allowed through the filter.

In blind spoofing, the attacker sends only data and only makes assumptions of
responses. In informed spoofing, the attacker can participate in a session and can
monitor the bidirectional communications.

Services such as email, Web, and file transfer can also be spoofed. Web spoofing
happens when an attacker creates a convincing but false copy of an entire web-
site. The false site looks just like the real one: It has all the same pages and links.
However, the attacker controls the false site so that all network traffic between
the victim’s browser and the site goes through the attacker. In email spoofing, a
spammer or a computer virus can forge the email packet information in an email
so that it appears the email is coming from a trusted host, from one of your
friends, or even from your own email address. If you leave your email address at
some Internet site or exchange email with other people, a spoofer may be able
to use your email address as the sender address to send spam. File-transfer
spoofing involves the FTP service. FTP data is sent in clear text. The data can
be intercepted by an attacker. The data could then be viewed and altered before
sending it on to the receiver. These forms of attacks are often used to get addi-
tional information from network users to complete a more aggressive attack.

You should set up a filter that denies traffic originating from the Internet that
shows an internal network address. Using the signing capabilities of certificates
on servers and clients allows web and email services to be more secure. The use
of IPsec can secure transmissions between critical servers and clients. This will
help prevent these types of attacks from taking place.

Man in the Middle 
The man-in-the-middle attack takes place when an attacker intercepts traffic and
then tricks the parties at both ends into believing that they are communicating
with each other. This type of attack is possible because of the nature of the
three-way TCP handshake process using SYN and ACK packets. Because TCP
is a connection-oriented protocol, a three-way handshake takes place when
establishing a connection and when closing a session. When establishing a ses-
sion, the client sends a SYN request, then the server sends an acknowledgment
and synchronization (SYN-ACK) to the client, and then the client sends an
ACK (also referred to as SYN-ACK-ACK), completing the connection. During
this process, the attacker initiates the man-in-the-middle attack. The attacker
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uses a program that appears to be the server to the client and appears to be the
client to the server. The attacker can also choose to alter the data or merely
eavesdrop and pass it along. This attack is common in Telnet and wireless tech-
nologies. It is also generally difficult to implement because of physical routing
issues, TCP sequence numbers, and speed. Because the hacker has to be able to
sniff both sides of the connection simultaneously, programs such as Juggernaut,
T-Sight, and Hunt have been developed to help make the man-in-the-middle
attack easier.

If the attack is attempted on an internal network, physical access to the network
will be required. Be sure that access to wiring closets and switches is restricted;
if possible, the area should be locked. 

After you have secured the physical environment, the services and resources that
allow a system to be inserted into a session should be protected. DNS can be
compromised and used to redirect the initial request for service, providing an
opportunity to execute a man-in-the-middle attack. DNS access should be
restricted to read-only for everyone except the administrator. The best way to
prevent these types of attacks is to use encryption and secure protocols.

A man-in-the-middle attack takes place when a computer intercepts traffic and either
eavesdrops on the traffic or alters it.

Replay
In a replay attack, packets are captured by using sniffers. After the pertinent
information is extracted, the packets are placed back on the network. This type
of attack can be used to replay bank transactions or other similar types of data
transfer in the hopes of replicating or changing activities, such as deposits or
transfers.

Protecting yourself against replay attacks involves some type of time stamp asso-
ciated with the packets or time-valued, nonrepeating serial numbers. Secure
protocols such as IPsec prevent replays of data traffic in addition to providing
authentication and data encryption.

Denial of Service
The purpose of a denial-of-service (DoS) attack is to disrupt the resources or
services that a user would expect to have access to. These types of attacks are
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executed by manipulating protocols and can happen without the need to be val-
idated by the network. An attack typically involves flooding a listening port on
your machine with packets. The premise is to make your system so busy pro-
cessing the new connections that it cannot process legitimate service requests.

Many of the tools used to produce DoS attacks are readily available on the
Internet. Administrators use them to test connectivity and troubleshoot prob-
lems on the network, whereas malicious users use them to cause connectivity
issues.

Here are some examples of DoS attacks:

. Smurf/smurfing—This attack is based on the Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) echo reply function. It is more commonly known as
ping, which is the command-line tool used to invoke this function. In this
attack, the attacker sends ping packets to the broadcast address of the
network, replacing the original source address in the ping packets with
the source address of the victim, thus causing a flood of traffic to be sent
to the unsuspecting network device.

. Fraggle—This attack is similar to a Smurf attack. The difference is that it
uses UDP rather than ICMP. The attacker sends spoofed UDP packets
to broadcast addresses as in the Smurf attack. These UDP packets are
directed to port 7 (Echo) or port 19 (Chargen). When connected to port
19, a character generator attack can be run. Table 3.1 lists the most com-
monly exploited ports.

. Ping flood—This attack attempts to block service or reduce activity on a
host by sending ping requests directly to the victim. A variation of this
type of attack is the ping of death, in which the packet size is too large
and the system doesn’t know how to handle the packets.

. SYN flood—This attack takes advantage of the TCP three-way hand-
shake. The source system sends a flood of synchronization (SYN)
requests and never sends the final acknowledgment (ACK), thus creating
half-open TCP sessions. Because the TCP stack waits before resetting
the port, the attack overflows the destination computer’s connection
buffer, making it impossible to service connection requests from valid
users.

. Land—This attack exploits a behavior in the operating systems of several
versions of Windows, UNIX, Macintosh OS, and Cisco IOS with respect
to their TCP/IP stacks. The attacker spoofs a TCP/IP SYN packet to
the victim system with the same source and destination IP address and
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the same source and destination ports. This confuses the system as it
tries to respond to the packet.

. Teardrop—This form of attack targets a known behavior of UDP in the
TCP/IP stack of some operating systems. The Teardrop attack sends
fragmented UDP packets to the victim with odd offset values in subse-
quent packets. When the operating system attempts to rebuild the origi-
nal packets from the fragments, the fragments overwrite each other,
causing confusion. Because some operating systems cannot gracefully
handle the error, the system will most likely crash or reboot.

. Bonk—This attack affects mostly Windows 95 and NT machines by
sending corrupt UDP packets to DNS port 53.The attack modifies the
fragment offset in the packet. The target machine then attempts to
reassemble the packet. Because of the offset modification, the packet is
too big to be reassembled, and the system crashes.

. Boink—This is a Bonk attack that targets multiple ports rather than just
port 53.

DoS attacks come in many shapes and sizes. The first step to protecting your-
self from an attack is to understand the nature of different types of attacks in the
preceding list. 

Distributed DoS
Another form of attack is a simple expansion of a DoS attack, referred to as a dis-
tributed DoS (DDoS) attack. Masters are computers that run the client software,
and zombies run software. The attacker creates masters, which in turn create a
large number of zombies or recruits. The software running on the zombies can
launch multiple types of attacks, such as UDP or SYN floods on a particular tar-
get. A typical DDoS is shown in Figure 3.2.

In simple terms, the attacker distributes zombie software that allows the attack-
er partial or full control of the infected computer system. 

When an attacker has enough systems compromised with the installed zombie soft-
ware, he can initiate an attack against a victim from a wide variety of hosts. The
attacks come in the form of the standard DoS attacks, but the effects are multiplied by
the total number of zombie machines under the control of the attacker.
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FIGURE 3.2 A DDoS attack.

Although DDoS attacks generally come from outside the network to deny serv-
ices, the impact of DDoS attacks mounted from inside the network must also be
considered. Internal DDoS attacks allow disgruntled or malicious users to dis-
rupt services without any outside influence.

To help protect your network, you can set up filters on external routers to drop
packets involved in these types of attacks. You should also set up another filter
that denies traffic originating from the Internet that shows an internal network
address. When you do this, the loss of ping and some services and utilities for
testing network connectivity will be incurred, but this is a small price to pay for
network protection. If the operating system allows it, reduce the amount of time
before the reset of an unfinished TCP connection. Doing so makes it harder to
keep resources unavailable for extended periods of time.

In the case of a DDoS attack, your best weapon is to get in touch quickly with your
upstream Internet service provider (ISP) and see whether it can divert traffic or block the
traffic at a higher level.

Subscribing to newsgroups and checking security websites daily ensures that you
keep up with the latest attacks and exploits. Applying the manufacturer’s latest
operating system patches or fixes can also help prevent attacks.
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DNS Kiting
A newly registered domain name can be deleted or dropped with full refund of
the registration fee during an initial five-day window called the add grace peri-
od (AGP). DNS kiting refers to the practice of taking advantage of this AGP to
monopolize domain names without ever paying for them. How domain kiting
works is that a domain name is deleted during the five-day AGP and immediate-
ly re-registered for another five-day period. This process is continued constant-
ly, resulting in the domain being registered without actually paying for it.

DNS kiting can be done on a large scale. In this instance, hundreds or thousands
of domain names are registered, populated with advertisements, and then can-
celed just before the five-day grace period. The amount of revenue generated by
an individual kited domain is very small. However, there is no cost, and automa-
tion allows the registration of multiple domains.

Besides automatically registering domain names and placing advertising,
domain kiters can track the amount of revenue generated. This is called domain
tasting. It is used to test the profitability of domain names. The AGP is used as
a cost-benefit period to determine whether traffic generated by the domain
name can offset the registration cost.

Kited domains present several issues. They force search engines to return less-rele-
vant results, tie up domain names that legitimate businesses may want to use, and
capitalize on slight variations of personal or business website addresses. 

The drawback for domain kiters is the chance that when the domain name is
dropped at the end of the AGP, it will not be successfully re-registering.

DNS kiting can be eliminated if registrars such as the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) stop the AGP practice, limit how
many domains a client can register per day, or refuse to issue repeated refunds
to the same client. It has also been suggested that if the ICANN portion of the
registration fee were nonrefundable, the practice would stop. 

DNS Poisoning
DNS poisoning enables a perpetrator to redirect traffic by changing the IP record
for a specific domain, thus permitting the attacker to send legitimate traffic any-
where he chooses. This not only sends a requestor to a different website but also
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caches this information for a short period, distributing the attack’s effect to the
server users. DNS poisoning may also be referred to as DNS cache poisoning
because it affects the information that is cached.

All Internet page requests start with a DNS query. If the IP address is not known
locally, the request is sent to a DNS server. There are two types of DNS servers:
authoritative and recursive. DNS servers share information, but recursive
servers maintain information in cache. This means a caching or recursive serv-
er can answer queries for resource records even if it can’t resolve the request
directly. A flaw in the resolution algorithm allows the poisoning of DNS records
on a server. All an attacker has to do is delegate a false name to the domain serv-
er along with a providing a false address for the server. For example, an attack-
er creates a hostname hack.hacking.biz. After that, the attacker queries your
DNS server to resolve the host hacking.biz. The DNS server resolves the name
and stores this information in its cache. Until the zone expiration, any further
requests for hacking.biz do not result in lookups but are answered by the server
from its cache. It is now possible for me to set your DNS server as the authori-
tative server for my zone with the domain registrar. If the attacker conducts
malicious activity, the attacker can make it appear that your DNS server is being
used for these malicious activities. 

DNS poisoning can result in many different implications. Domain name servers
can be used for DDoS attacks. Malware can be downloaded to an unsuspecting
user’s computer from the rogue site, and all future requests by that computer
will be redirected to the fake IP address. This could be used to build an effec-
tive botnet. This method of poisoning could also allow for cross-site scripting
exploits, especially because Web 2.0 capabilities allow content to be pulled from
multiple websites at the same time. 

To minimize the effects of DNS poisoning, check the DNS setup if you are
hosting your own DNS. Be sure the DNS server is not open-recursive. An open-
recursive DNS server responds any lookup request, without checking where it
originates. Disable recursive access for other networks to resolve names that are
not in your zone files. You can also use different servers for authoritative and
recursive lookups and require that caches discard information except from the
com servers and the root servers. From the user perspective, education works
best. However, it is becoming more difficult to spot a problem by watching the
address bar on the Internet browser. Therefore, operating system vendors are
adding more protection. Microsoft Vista’s User Account Control (UAC) notifies
the user that a program is attempting to change the system’s DNS settings, thus
preventing the DNS cache from being poisoned. 
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ARP Poisoning
All network cards have a unique 48-bit address that is hard-coded into the net-
work card. For network communications to occur, this hardware address must
be associated with an IP address. Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), which
operates at Layer 2 (data link layer) of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI)
model, associates MAC addresses to IP addresses. ARP is a lower-layer protocol
that is simple and consists of requests and replies without validation. However,
this simplicity also leads to a lack of security.

When you use a protocol analyzer to look at traffic, you see an ARP request and
an ARP reply, which are the two basic parts of ARP communication. There are
also Reverse ARP (RARP) requests and RARP replies. Devices maintain an ARP
table that contains a cache of the IP addresses and MAC addresses the device has
already correlated. The host device searches its ARP table to see whether there
is a MAC address corresponding to the destination host IP address. When there
is no matching entry, it broadcasts an ARP request to the entire network. The
broadcast is seen by all systems, but only the device that has the corresponding
information relies. However, devices can accept ARP replies before even
requesting them. This type of entry is known as an unsolicited entry because the
information was not explicitly requested.

Because ARP does not require any type of validation, as ARP requests are sent, the
requesting devices believe that the incoming ARP replies are from the correct devices.
This can allow a perpetrator to trick a device into thinking any IP is related to any MAC
address.

In addition, they can broadcast a fake or spoofed ARP reply to an entire network
and poison all computers. This is known as ARP poisoning. Put simply, the
attacker deceives a device on your network, poisoning its table associations of
other devices.

ARP poisoning can lead to attacks such as DoS, man-in-the-middle attacks, and
MAC flooding. DoS and man-in-the-middle attacks were discussed earlier in
this chapter. MAC flooding is an attack directed at network switches. This type
of attack is successful because of the nature of the way all switches and bridges
work. The amount of space allocated to store source addresses of packets is very
limited. When the table becomes full, the device can no longer learn new infor-
mation and becomes flooded. As a result, the switch can be forced into a hub-
like state that will broadcast all network traffic to every device in the network.
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An example of this is a tool called Macof. Macof floods the network with ran-
dom MAC addresses. Switches may then get stuck in open-repeating mode,
leaving the network traffic susceptible to sniffing. Nonintelligent switches do
not check the sender’s identity, thereby allowing this condition to happen.

A lesser vulnerability of ARP is port stealing. Port stealing is a man-in-the-mid-
dle attack that exploits the binding between the port and the MAC address. The
principle behind port stealing is that an attacker sends numerous packets with
the source IP address of the victim and the destination MAC address of the
attacker. This attack applies to broadcast networks built from switches.

ARP traffic operates at Layer 2 (data link layer) of the OSI model and is broad-
cast on local subnets. ARP poisoning is limited to attacks that are local-based, so
an intruder needs either physical access to your network or control of a device
on your local network. To mitigate ARP poisoning on a small network, you can
use static or script-based mapping for IP addresses and ARP tables. For large
networks, use equipment that offers port security. By doing so, you can permit
only one MAC address for each physical port on the switch. In addition, you can
deploy monitoring tools or an intrusion detection system (IDS) to alert you
when suspect activity occurs.

Network Design Elements and
Components
As you create a network security policy, you must define procedures to defend
your network and users against harm and loss. With this objective in mind, a
network design and the included components play an important role in imple-
menting the overall security of the organization. 

An overall security solution includes design elements and components such as
firewalls, VLANS, and perimeter network boundaries that distinguish between
private networks, intranets, and the Internet. This section discusses these ele-
ments and will help you tell them apart and understand their function in the
security of the network. 

Demilitarized Zone
A demilitarized zone (DMZ) is a small network between the internal network and
the Internet that provides a layer of security and privacy. Both internal and
external users may have limited access to the servers in the DMZ. Figure 3.3
depicts a DMZ.
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FIGURE 3.3 A DMZ.

Often, web and mail servers are placed in the DMZ. Because these devices are
exposed to the Internet, it is important that they are hardened and patches are
kept current. Table 3.2 lists the most common services and ports that are run on
servers inside the DMZ.

TABLE 3.2 Commonly Used Ports on Servers in the DMZ
Port Service

21 FTP

22 SSH

25 SMTP

53 DNS

80 HTTP

110 POP3

443 HTTPS

The DMZ is an area that allows external users to access information that the
organization deems necessary but will not compromise any internal organiza-
tional information. This configuration allows outside access, yet prevents exter-
nal users from directly accessing a server that holds internal organizational data.

Email Server

Router

Web Server Internal ServerFirewall

DMZ

Internet
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Intranet
An intranet is a portion of the internal network that uses web-based technolo-
gies. The information is stored on web servers and accessed using browsers.
Although web servers are used, they don’t necessarily have to be accessible to the
outside world. This is possible because the IP addresses of the servers are
reserved for private, internal use. You learn more about private IP addresses in
the “NAT” section, later in this chapter. If the intranet can be accessed from
public networks, it should be through a virtual private network (VPN) for secu-
rity reasons. VPNs are described in greater detail in Chapter 6, “Securing
Communications.”

Extranet
An extranet is the public portion of the company’s IT infrastructure that allows
resources to be used by authorized partners and resellers that have proper
authorization and authentication. This type of arrangement is commonly used
for business-to-business relationships. Because an extranet can provide liability
for a company, care must be taken to ensure that VPNs and firewalls are config-
ured properly and that security policies are strictly enforced.

Virtual Local Area Network
The purpose of a virtual local area network (VLAN) is to unite network nodes
logically into the same broadcast domain regardless of their physical attachment
to the network. VLANs provide a way to limit broadcast traffic in a switched
network. This creates a boundary and, in essence, creates multiple, isolated
LANs on one switch. Because switches operate on Layer 2 (data link layer) of
the OSI model, a router is required if data is to be passed from one VLAN to
another.

The purpose of a VLAN is to logically group network nodes regardless of their physical
location.

Frame tagging is the technology used for VLANs. The 802.1Q standard defines
a mechanism that encapsulates the frames with headers, which then tags them
with a VLAN ID. VLAN-aware network devices look for these tags in frames
and make appropriate forwarding decisions. A VLAN is basically a software
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solution that allows creating unique tag identifiers to be assigned to different
ports on the switch. 

The most notable benefit of using a VLAN is that it can span multiple switch-
es. Because users on the same VLAN don’t have to be associated by physical
location, they can be grouped by department or function. Here are the benefits
that VLANs provide:

. Users can be grouped by department rather than physical location.

. Moving and adding users is simplified. No matter where a user physically
moves, changes are made to the software configuration in the switch.

. Because VLANs allow users to be grouped, applying security policies
becomes easier.

Keep in mind that use of a VLAN is not an absolute safeguard against security
infringements. It does not provide the same level of security as a router. A
VLAN is a software solution and cannot take the place of a well subnetted or
routed network. It is possible to make frames hop from one VLAN to another.
This takes skill and knowledge on the part of an attacker, but it is possible. For
more information about frame tagging and VLANs, see the “Suggested Reading
and Resources” section at the end of the chapter.

Network Address Translation
Network Address Translation (NAT) acts as a liaison between an internal net-
work and the Internet. It allows multiple computers to connect to the Internet
using one IP address. An important security aspect of NAT is that it hides the
internal network from the outside world. In this situation, the internal network
uses a private IP address. Special ranges in each IP address class are used specif-
ically for private addressing. These addresses are considered nonroutable on the
Internet.

Here are the private address ranges:

. Class A—10.0.0.0 network. Valid host IDs are from 10.0.0.1 to
10.255.255.254.

. Class B—172.16.0.0 through 172.31.0.0 networks. Valid host IDs are
from 172.16.0.1 through 172.31.255.254.

. Class C—192.168.0.0 network. Valid host IDs are from 192.168.0.1 to
192.168.255.254.
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For smaller companies, NAT can be used in the form of Windows Internet
Connection Sharing (ICS), where all machines share one Internet connection,
such as a dial-up modem. NAT can also be used for address translation between
multiple protocols, which improves security and provides for more interoper-
ability in heterogeneous networks.

Keep in mind that NAT and IPsec may not work well together. NAT has to replace the
headers of the incoming packet with its own headers before sending the packet. This
might not be possible because IPsec information is encrypted.

Another address range to keep in mind when designing IP address space is Automatic
Private IP Addressing (APIPA). In the event that no Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) server is available at the time that the client issues a DHCP lease request, the
client is automatically configured with an address from the 169.254.0.1 through
169.254.255.254 range.

Subnetting
Subnetting can be done for several reasons. If you have a Class C address and
1,000 clients. you will have to subnet the network or use a custom subnet mask
to accommodate all the hosts. The most common reason networks are subnet-
ted is to control network traffic. Splitting one network into two or more and
using routers to connect each subnet together means that broadcasts can be lim-
ited to each subnet. However, often networks are subnetted to improve network
security, not just performance. Subnetting allows you to arrange hosts into the
different logical groups that isolate each subnet into its own mini network.
Subnet divisions can be based on business goals and security policy objectives.
For example, perhaps you use contract workers and want to keep them separat-
ed from the organizational employees. Often, organizations with branches use
subnets to keep each branch separate. When your computers are on separate
physical networks, you can divide your network into subnets that enable you to
use one block of addresses on multiple physical networks. If an incident happens
and you notice it quickly, you can usually contain the issue to that particular sub-
net.

NOTE
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IP Classes
In case you are unclear about IP classes, the following information will help you review
or learn about the different classes. IP address space is divided into five classes: A, B, C,
D, and E. The first byte of the address determines which class an address belongs to:

. Network addresses with the first byte between 1 and 126 are Class A and can have
about 17 million hosts each.

. Network addresses with the first byte between 128 and 191 are Class B and can
have about 65,000 hosts each.

. Network addresses with the first byte between 192 and 223 are Class C and can
have about 250 hosts.

. Network addresses with the first byte between 224 and 239 are Class D and are
used for multicasting.

. Network addresses with the first byte between 240 and 255 are Class E and are
used as experimental addresses.

Notice that the 127 network address is missing. Although the 127.0.0.0 network
is in technically in the Class A area, using addresses in this range causes the pro-
tocol software to return data without sending traffic across a network. For exam-
ple, the address 127.0.0.1 is used for TCP/IP loopback testing, and the address
127.0.0.2 is used by most DNS black lists for testing purposes. Should you need
additional review on IP addressing and subnetting, a wide variety of information
is available. One such website is Learntosubnet.com. Figure 3.4 shows an inter-
nal network with two different subnets. Notice the IP addresses, subnet masks,
and default gateway.

Watch for scenarios or examples such as Figure 3.4 asking you to identify a
correct/incorrect subnet mask, default gateway address, or router.

IPv6 is designed to replace IPv4. Addresses are 128 bits rather than the 32 bits
used in IPv4. Just as in IPv4, blocks of addresses are set aside in IPv6 for private
addresses. In IPv6, internal addresses are called unique local addresses (ULA).
Addresses starting with fe80: are called link-local addresses and are routable
only in the local link area. IPv6 addresses are represented in hexadecimal. For
more information about IPv6, visit http://www.ipv6.org/.

http://www.ipv6.org/


IP address: 192.168.1.15
Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway: 192.168.1.1
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FIGURE 3.4 A segmented network. Notice the subnets 192.168.1.0 and 192.168.2.0 identified
next to the router. These are not valid IP addresses for a network router and are used to iden-
tify the 192.168.1.x and 192.168.2.x networks in routing tables.

Network Interconnections
Besides securing ports and protocols from outside attacks, connections between
interconnecting networks should be secured. This situation may come into play
when an organization establishes network interconnections with partners. This
might be in the form of an extranet or actual connection between the involved
organizations as in a merger, acquisition, or joint project. Business partners can
include government agencies and commercial organizations. Although this type
of interconnection increases functionality and reduces costs, it can result in
security risks. These risks include compromise of all connected systems and any
network connected to those systems, along with exposure of data the systems
handle. With interconnected networks, the potential for damage greatly increas-
es because one compromised system on one network can easily spread to other
networks.

Organizational policies should require an interconnection agreement for any
system or network that shares information with another external system or net-
work. Organizations need to carefully evaluate risk-management procedures
and ensure that the interconnection is properly designed. The partnering organ-
izations have little to no control over the management of the other party’s 
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system, so without careful planning and assessment, both parties can be harmed.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication
(SP) 800-47, Security Guide for Interconnecting Information Technology Systems,
provides guidance for any organization that is considering interconnecting with
a government agency or other organization.

Network Access Control
One the most effective ways to protect the network from malicious hosts is to
use network access control (NAC). NAC offers a method of enforcement that
helps ensure computers are properly configured. The premise behind NAC is to
secure the environment by examining the user’s machine and based on the
results grant (or not grant) access accordingly. It is based on assessment and
enforcement. For example, if the user’s computer patches are not up-to-date,
and no desktop firewall software is installed, you can decide whether to limit
access to network resources. Any host machine that doesn’t comply with your
defined policy could be relegated to remediation server, or put on a guest
VLAN. The basic components of NAC products are

. Access requestor (AR)—This is the device that requests access. The assess-
ment of the device can be self-performed or delegated to another system. 

. Policy decision point (PDP)—This is the system that assigns a policy based
on the assessment. The PDP determines what access should be granted
and may be the NAC’s product-management system.

. Policy enforcement point (PEP)—This is the device that enforces the policy.
This device may be a switch, firewall, or router.

The four ways NAC systems can be integrated into the network are

. Inline—An appliance in the line, usually between the access and the dis-
tribution switches

. Out-of-band—Intervenes and performs an assessment as hosts come
online and then grants appropriate access 

. Switch based—Similar to inline NAC except enforcement occurs on the
switch itself

. Host based—Relies on an installed host agent to assess and enforce access
policy

In addition to providing the ability to enforce security policy, contain noncom-
pliant users, and mitigate threats, NAC offers a number of business benefits.
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The business benefits include compliance, a better security posture, and
operational cost management.

Telephony
The transmission of data through equipment in a telecommunications environ-
ment is known as telephony. Telephony includes transmission of voice, fax, or
other data. This section describes the components that need to be considered
when securing the environment. Often, these components are neglected because
they are not really network components. However, they use communications
equipment that is susceptible to attack and therefore must be secured. 

Telecom/PBX
The telecommunications (telecom) system and Private Branch Exchange (PBX)
are a vital part of an organization’s infrastructure. Besides the standard block,
there are also PBX servers, where the PBX board plugs into the server and is
configured through software on the computer. Many companies have moved to
Voice over IP (VoIP) to integrate computer telephony, videoconferencing, and
document sharing.

For years PBX-type systems have been targeted by hackers, mainly to get free
long-distance service. The vulnerabilities that phone networks are subject to
include social engineering, long-distance toll fraud, and breach of data privacy.

To protect your network, make sure the PBX is in a secure area, any default pass-
words have been changed, and only authorized maintenance is done. Many
times, hackers can gain access to the phone system via social engineering
because this device is usually serviced through a remote maintenance port.

Voice over Internet Protocol
VoIP uses the Internet to transmit voice data. A VoIP system might be com-
posed of many different components, including VoIP phones, desktop systems,
PBX servers, and gateways. VoIP PBX servers are susceptible to the same type
of exploits as other network servers. These attacks include DoS and buffer over-
flows, with DoS being the most prevalent. In addition, there are voice-specific
attacks and threats. H.323 and Inter Asterisk eXchange (IAX) are specifications
and protcols for audio/video. They enable VoIP connections between servers
and enable client/server communication. H.323 and IAX protocols can be vul-
nerable to sniffing during authentication. This allows an attacker to obtain pass-
words that may be used to compromise the voice network. Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) is commonly used in instant messaging, but it can also be used as
an alternative for VoIP. Using SIP can leave VoIP networks open to unautho-
rized transport of data. Man-in-the-middle attacks between the SIP phone and
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SIP proxy allow the audio to be manipulated, causing dropped, rerouted, or
playback calls. Many components comprise a VoIP network, and VoIP security
is built upon many layers of traditional data security. Therefore, access can be
gained in a lot of areas. 

Implementing the following solutions can help mitigate the risks and vulnera-
bilities associated with VoIP:

. Encryption

. Authentication

. Data validation

. Nonrepudiation

Modems
Modems are used via the phone line to dial in to a server or computer. They are
gradually being replaced by high-speed cable and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)
solutions, which are faster than dial-up access. However, some companies still
use modems for employees to dial into the network and work from home. The
modems on network computers or servers are usually configured to take incom-
ing calls. Leaving modems open for incoming calls with little to no authentica-
tion for users dialing in can be a clear security vulnerability in the network. For
example, war-dialing attacks take advantage of this situation. War-dialing is the
process by which an automated software application is used to dial numbers in a
given range to determine whether any of the numbers are serviced by modems
that accept dial-in requests. This attack can be set to target connected modems
that are set to receive calls without any authentication, thus allowing attackers
an easy path into the network. You can resolve this problem area in several ways:

. Set the callback features to have the modem call the user back at a preset
number.

. Make sure authentication is required using strong passwords.

. Be sure employees have not set up modems at their workstations with
remote-control software installed.

Cable and DSL modems are popular these days. They act more like routers than
modems. Although these devices are not prone to war-dialing attacks, they do
present a certain amount of danger by maintaining an always-on connection. If
you leave the connection on all the time, a hacker has ample time to get into the
machine and the network. The use of encryption and firewall solutions will help
keep the environment safe from attacks.
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Network Security Tools
The easiest way to keep a computer safe is by physically isolating it from outside
contact. The way most companies do business today makes this virtually impos-
sible. Our networks and environments are becoming increasingly more com-
plex. Securing the devices on the network is imperative to protecting the envi-
ronment. To secure devices, you must understand the basic security concepts of
network security tools. This section introduces security concepts as they apply
to the physical security devices used to form the protection found on most net-
works.

NIDS and HIDS
IDS stands for intrusion-detection system. Intrusion-detection systems are
designed to analyze data, identify attacks, and respond to the intrusion. They are
different from firewalls in that firewalls control the information that gets in and
out of the network, whereas IDSs can identify unauthorized activity. IDSs are
also designed to catch attacks in progress within the network, not just on the
boundary between private and public networks. The two basic types of IDSs are
network-based and host-based. As the names suggest, network-based IDSs
(NIDSs) look at the information exchanged between machines, and host-based
IDSs (HIDSs) look at information that originates on the individual machines.
Here are some basics:

. NIDSs monitor the packet flow and try to locate packets that may have
gotten through the firewall and are not allowed for one reason or anoth-
er. They are best at detecting DoS attacks and unauthorized user access.

. HIDSs monitor communications on a host-by-host basis and try to filter
malicious data. These types of IDSs are good at detecting unauthorized
file modifications and user activity.

NIDSs try to locate packets not allowed on the network that the firewall missed. HIDSs
collect and analyze data that originates on the local machine or a computer hosting a
service. NIDSs tend to be more distributed.

NIDSs and HIDSs should be used together to ensure a truly secure environ-
ment. IDSs can be located anywhere on the network. They can be placed inter-
nally or between firewalls. Many different types of IDSs are available, all with
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different capabilities, so make sure they meet the needs of your company before
committing to using them. Chapter 7, “Intrusion Detection and Security
Baselines,” covers IDSs in more detail.

Network Intrusion Prevention System 
Network intrusion-prevention systems (NIPSs) are sometimes considered to be an
extension of IDSs. NIPSs can be either hardware- or software-based, like many
other network-protection devices. Intrusion prevention differs from intrusion
detection in that it actually prevents attacks instead of only detecting the occur-
rence of an attack. Intrusion-detection software is reactive, scanning for config-
uration weaknesses and detecting attacks after they occur. By the time an alert
has been issued, the attack has usually occurred and has damaged the network or
desktop. NIPS are designed to sit inline with traffic flows and prevent attacks in
real time. An inline NIPS works like a Layer 2 bridge. It sits between the sys-
tems that need to be protected and the rest of the network. They proactively
protect machines against damage from attacks that signature-based technologies
cannot detect because most NIPS solutions can look at application layer proto-
cols such HTTP, FTP, and SMTP. 

When implementing a NIPS, keep in mind that the sensors must be physically
inline to function properly. This adds single points of failure to the network. A
good way to prevent this issue is to use fail-open technology. This means that if
the device fails, it doesn’t cause a complete network outage; instead, it acts like
a patch cable. NIPS are explained in greater detail in Chapter 7, “Intrusion
Detection and Security Baselines.”

Firewalls
A firewall is a component placed on computers and networks to help eliminate
undesired access by the outside world. It can be composed of hardware, soft-
ware, or a combination of both. A firewall is the first line of defense for the net-
work. How firewalls are configured is important, especially for large companies
where a compromised firewall may spell disaster in the form of bad publicity or
a lawsuit, not only for the company, but also for the companies it does business
with. For smaller companies, a firewall is an excellent investment because most
small companies don’t have a full-time technology staff, and an intrusion could
easily put them out of business. All things considered, a firewall is an important
part of your defense, but you should not rely on it exclusively for network pro-
tection. Figure 3.5 shows a network with a firewall in place.
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FIGURE 3.5 A network with a firewall.

There are three main types of firewalls:

. Packet-filtering firewall

. Proxy-service firewall, including two types of proxies:

. Circuit-level gateway

. Application-level gateway

. Stateful-inspection firewall

The following sections describe each type in detail.

Packet-Filtering Firewall
A packet-filtering firewall is typically a router. Packets can be filtered based on
IP addresses, ports, or protocols. They operate at the network layer (Layer 3) of
the OSI model. Packet-filtering solutions are generally considered less-secure
firewalls because they still allow packets inside the network, regardless of com-
munication pattern within the session. This leaves the system open to DoS
attacks. Even though they are the simplest and least secure, they are a good first
line of defense. Their main advantage is speed, which is why they are sometimes
used before other types of firewalls to perform the first filtering pass.
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Proxy Service Firewall
Proxy service firewalls are go-betweens for the network and the Internet. They
hide the internal addresses from the outside world and don’t allow the comput-
ers on the network to directly access the Internet. This type of firewall has a set
of rules that the packets must pass to get in or out. It receives all packets and
replaces the IP address on the packets going out with its own address and then
changes the address of the packets coming in to the destination address. Here
are the two basic types of proxies:

. Circuit-level gateway—Operates at the OSI session layer (Layer 5) by
monitoring the TCP packet flow to determine whether the session
requested is a legitimate one. DoS attacks are detected and prevented in
circuit-level architecture where a security device discards suspicious
requests.

. Application-level gateway—All traffic is examined to check for OSI appli-
cation layer (Layer 7) protocols that are allowed. Examples of this type of
traffic are File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP), and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Because the filter-
ing is application-specific, it adds overhead to the transmissions but is
more secure than packet filtering.

Stateful-Inspection Firewall
A stateful-inspection firewall is a combination of all types of firewalls. This fire-
wall relies on algorithms to process application layer data. Because it knows the
connection status, it can protect against IP spoofing. It has better security con-
trols than packet filtering, but because it has more security controls and features,
it increases the attack surface and is more complicated to maintain.

Other Firewall Considerations
In addition to the core firewall components, administrators should consider
other elements when designing a firewall solution. These include network,
remote-access, and authentication policies. Firewalls can also provide access
control, logging, and intrusion notification.

Proxy Servers 
A proxy server operates on the same principle as a proxy–level firewall in that it
is a go-between for the network and the Internet. Proxy servers are used for
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security, logging, and caching. When the proxy server receives a request for an
Internet service, it passes through filtering requirements and checks its local
cache for previously downloaded web pages. Because web pages are stored local-
ly, response times for web pages are faster, and traffic to the Internet is substan-
tially reduced. The web cache can also be used to block content from websites
that you don’t want employees to access, such as pornography, social, or peer-to
peer networks. This type of server can be used to rearrange web content to work
for mobile devices. It also provides better utilization of bandwidth because it
stores all your results from requests for a period of time. 

An exposed server that provides public access to a critical service, such as a web or email
server, may be configured to isolate it from an organization’s network and to report attack
attempts to the network administrator. Such an isolated server is referred to as a bastion
host, named for the isolated towers that were used to provide castles advanced notice of
pending assault.

Internet Content Filters 
Internet content filters use a collection of terms, words, and phrases that are
compared to content from browsers and applications. This type of software can
filter content from various types of Internet activity and applications, such as
instant messaging, email, and office documents. Content filtering will report
only on violations identified in the specified applications listed for the filtering
application. In other words, if the application will filter only Microsoft Office
documents and a user chooses to use open Office, the content will not be fil-
tered. Internet content filtering works by analyzing data against a database con-
tained in the software. If a match occurs, the data can be addressed in one of sev-
eral ways, including filtering, capturing, or blocking the content and closing the
application. An example of such software is Vista’s Parental Controls.

Content filtering requires an agent on each workstation to inspect the content
being accessed. If the content data violates the preset policy, a capture of the vio-
lating screen is stored on the server with pertinent information relating to the
violation. This might include a violation stamp with user, time, date, and appli-
cation. This information can later be reviewed. Using a predetermined database
of specific terminology can help the organization focus on content that violates
policy. For example, a sexually explicit database may contain words that are used
in the medical industry. Content-filtering applications allow those words that
are used in medical context to pass through the filter without reporting a viola-
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tion. This same principle enables an organization to monitor for unauthorized
transfer of confidential information. 

Content filtering is integrated at the operating system level so that it can mon-
itor events such as opening files via Windows Explorer. It can be used to moni-
tor and stop the disclosure of the organization’s proprietary or confidential
information. Because content filtering uses screen captures of each violation
with time-stamped data, it provides proper documentation for forensic investi-
gations and litigation purposes. Unlike antivirus and antispyware applications,
content monitoring does not require daily updates to keep the database effective
and current. On the downside, content filtering needs to be “trained.” For
example, to filter nonpornographic material, the terminology must be input and
defined in the database. 

Protocol Analyzers 
Protocol analyzers help you troubleshoot network issues by gathering packet-
level information across the network. These applications capture packets and
decode the information into readable data for analysis. Protocol analyzers can
do more than just look at packets. They prove useful in many other areas of net-
work management, such as monitoring the network for unexpected, unwanted,
and unnecessary traffic. For example, if the network is running slowly, a proto-
col analyzer can tell you whether unnecessary protocols are running on the net-
work. You can also filter specific port numbers and types of traffic so that you
can keep an eye on indicators that may cause you problems. Many protocol ana-
lyzers can be run on multiple platforms and do live traffic captures and offline
analysis. Software USB protocol analyzers are also available for the development
of USB devices and analysis of USB traffic.
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Exam Prep Questions
1. Your company is in the process of setting up a DMZ segment. You have to allow email

traffic in the DMZ segment. Which TCP ports do you have to open? (Choose two cor-
rect answers.)

❍ A. 110

❍ B. 139

❍ C. 25

❍ D. 443

2. Your company is in the process of setting up a management system on your network,
and you want to use SNMP. You have to allow this traffic through the router. Which
UDP ports do you have to open? (Choose two correct answers.)

❍ A. 161

❍ B. 139

❍ C. 138

❍ D. 162

3. You want to implement a proxy firewall technology that can distinguish between FTP
commands. Which of the following types of firewall should you choose?

❍ A. Proxy gateway

❍ B. Circuit-level gateway

❍ C. Application-level gateway

❍ D. SOCKS proxy

4. You want to use NAT on your network, and you have received a Class C address from
your ISP. What range of addresses should you use on the internal network?

❍ A. 10.x.x.x

❍ B. 172.16.x.x

❍ C. 172.31.x.x

❍ D. 192.168.x.x
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5. You are setting up a switched network and want to group users by department. Which
technology would you implement?

❍ A. DMZ

❍ B. VPN

❍ C. VLAN

❍ D. NAT

6. You are setting up a web server that needs to be accessed by both the employees and
by external customers. What type of architecture should you implement?

❍ A. VLAN

❍ B. DMZ

❍ C. NAT 

❍ D. VPN

7. You have recently had some security breaches in the network. You suspect it may be a
small group of employees. You want to implement a solution that will monitor the
internal network activity and incoming external traffic. Which of the following devices
would you use? (Choose two correct answers.)

❍ A. A router

❍ B. A network-based IDS

❍ C. A firewall

❍ D. A host-based IDS

8. Services using an interprocess communication share such as network file and print
sharing services leave the network susceptible to which of the following attacks? 

❍ A. Spoofing

❍ B. Null sessions

❍ C. DNS kiting 

❍ D. ARP poisoning
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9. You’re the security administrator for a bank. The users are complaining about the net-
work being slow. However, it is not a particularly busy time of the day. You capture net-
work packets and discover that hundreds of ICMP packets have been sent to the host.
What type of attack is likely being executed against your network?

❍ A. Spoofing

❍ B. Man-in-the-middle

❍ C. DNS kiting 

❍ D. Denial of service

10. Your network is under attack. Traffic patterns indicate that an unauthorized service is
relaying information to a source outside the network. What type of attack is being exe-
cuted against you?

❍ A. Spoofing

❍ B. Man-in-the-middle

❍ C. Replay

❍ D. Denial of service

Answers to Exam Prep Questions
1. A, C. Port 110 is used for POP3 incoming mail, and port 25 is used for SMTP outgo-

ing mail. POP3 delivers mail only, and SMTP transfers mail between servers. Answer B
is incorrect because UDP uses port 139 for network sharing. Port 443 is used by
HTTPS; therefore, answer D is incorrect.

2. A, D. UDP ports 161 and 162 are used by SNMP. Answer B is incorrect because UDP
uses port 139 for network sharing. Answer C is incorrect because port 138 is used to
allow NetBIOS traffic for name resolution.

3. C. An application-level gateway understands services and protocols. Answer A is too
generic to be a proper answer. Answer B is incorrect because a circuit-level gateway’s
decisions are based on source and destination addresses. Answer D is incorrect
because SOCKS proxy is an example of a circuit-level gateway.

4. D. In A Class C network, valid host IDs are from 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.255.254.
Answer A is incorrect because it is a Class A address. Valid host IDs are from 10.0.0.1
to 10.255.255.254. Answers B and C are incorrect because they are both Class B
addresses; valid host IDs are from 172.16.0.1 through 172.31.255.254.
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5. C. The purpose of a VLAN is to unite network nodes logically into the same broadcast
domain regardless of their physical attachment to the network. Answer A is incorrect
because a DMZ is a small network between the internal network and the Internet that
provides a layer of security and privacy. Answer B is incorrect because a virtual private
network (VPN) is a network connection that allows you access via a secure tunnel cre-
ated through an Internet connection. Answer D is incorrect because NAT acts as a liai-
son between an internal network and the Internet.

6. B. A DMZ is a small network between the internal network and the Internet that pro-
vides a layer of security and privacy. Answer A is incorrect. The purpose of a VLAN is
to unite network nodes logically into the same broadcast domain regardless of their
physical attachment to the network. Answer C is incorrect because NAT acts as a liai-
son between an internal network and the Internet. Answer D is incorrect because a
VPN is a network connection that allows you access via a secure tunnel created
through an Internet connection.

7. B, D. Because you want to monitor both types of traffic, the IDSs should be used
together. Network-based intrusion-detection systems monitor the packet flow and try
to locate packets that are not allowed for one reason or another and may have gotten
through the firewall. Host-based intrusion-detection systems monitor communications
on a host-by-host basis and try to filter malicious data. These types of IDSs are good
at detecting unauthorized file modifications and user activity. Answer A is incorrect
because a router forwards information to its destination on the network or the Internet.
A firewall protects computers and networks from undesired access by the outside
world; therefore, answer C is incorrect.

8. B. A null session is a connection without specifying a user name or password. Null
sessions are a possible security risk because the connection is not really authenticated.
Answer A is incorrect because spoofing involves modifying the source address of traf-
fic or source of information. Answer C is incorrect because domain kiting refers to the
practice of taking advantage of this AGP period to monopolize domain names without
even paying for them. Answer D is incorrect because ARP poisoning allows a perpetra-
tor to trick a device into thinking any IP is related to any MAC address.

9. D. A ping flood is a DoS attack that attempts to block service or reduce activity on a
host by sending ping requests directly to the victim using ICMP. Answer A is incorrect
because spoofing involves modifying the source address of traffic or source of infor-
mation. Answer B is incorrect because a man-in-the middle attack is commonly used
to gather information in transit between two hosts. Answer C is incorrect because
domain kiting refers to the practice of taking advantage of this AGP period to monopo-
lize domain names without even paying for them. 

10. B. A man-in-the-middle attack is commonly used to gather information in transit
between two hosts. Answer A is incorrect because spoofing involves modifying the
source address of traffic or source of information. In a replay, an attacker intercepts
traffic between two endpoints and retransmits or replays it later; therefore, answer C is
incorrect. Because the purpose of a DoS attack is to deny use of resources or services
to legitimate users, answer D is incorrect.
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security, 38-40
BitTorrent file-sharing application, 56
blind FTP. See anonymous FTP

access
blind spoofing, 80
block ciphers, 62, 265-267
Blowfish Encryption Algorithm, 177,

266
Bluejacking, 172-173
Bluesnarfing, 172-173
Bluetooth connections, 60-61, 172
Bluetooth technology

handheld device security, 41
Bonk DoS (denial-of-service) attacks,

83
boot sector viruses, 30-31
bots/botnets, 36-37, 65
bridge CA (certificate authority)

model, 285

browser security, 55
add-ins, 55
session hijacking, 55
XXS (cross-site scripting), 55-56

buffer overflows
browser security, 56
CGI (common gateway interface)

scripts, 54
JVM (Java Virtual Machine), 51
LDAP (Lightweight Directory

Access Protocol), 58
buffer overflow attacks, 28-29, 31
BUGTRAQ, 131
business continuity planning, 

308-309

C
CA (certificate authority), 260, 281

ActiveX controls, 52
bridge CA model, 285
certificate life cycles, 286-287
CPS (certificate practice state-

ment), 283-284
certificate life cycles, 286-287

cross-certification CA model, 285
digital certificates, 152, 282

certificate policies, 283-287
hierarchical CA model, 285
Kerberos authentication, 149
key management, 287-292
registration authorities, 282
single CA model, 284-285

Cabir worm, 41
cable modem risks, 97
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cable shielding, 352
California Online Privacy Protection

Act of 2003 (OPPA), 343
carrier sense multiple access with

collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) con-
nectivity, 61

CCMP (Counter Mode with Cipher
Block Chaining Message
Authentication Code Protocol), 270

CDs
removable storage device security,

42
cell phone security, 41-42
centralized key management, 287
certificate authority. See CA (certifi-

cate authority)
certificate policies, 283-287
certificate practice statement (CPS),

283-284
certificate life cycles, 286-287

certificate revocation lists (CRLs),
284, 290

certification (CompTIA), 11. See also
exams (practice)

candidate qualifications, 12-14
educational background, 14-16
hands-on experience, 16-18

exam preparation, 19
anxiety, 23
exam day, 23-24
readiness assessment, 21-22
study tips, 19-20

CGI (common gateway interface)
scripts, 54

profiling, 54
chain of custody, 333-334
change management, 340-341

SLAs (service level agreements),
345

CHAP (Challenge-Handshake
Authentication Protocol), 150

PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol),
150

versions, 151
Chargen protocol, 74-76

Fraggle DoS (denial-of-service)
attacks, 82

ports, commonly used, 75
chemical fire suppression systems,

349
CIA triad, 257

availability, 259
confidentiality, 257-258
integrity, 258-259

CIFS (Common Internet File System),
121

CIM (Common Information Model)
standard, 58

circuit-level gateway proxy-service
firewalls, 100-101

classifications of data
auditing storage and retention,

240-241
information policies, 341-342

CLE (cumulative loss expectancy),
132

coaxial cables, 352
Code Red worm, 31
cold sites, 310-311
comma-separated value (CSV) for-

mat, 230
common gateway interface (CGI)

scripts, 54
profiling, 54

Common Information Model (CIM)
standard, 58

Common Internet File System (CIFS),
121
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Compact Wireless Application Protocol (CWAP)

Compact Wireless Application
Protocol (CWAP), 60

CompTIA certification, 11
candidate qualifications, 12-14

educational background, 14-16
hands-on experience, 16-18

exam preparation, 19
anxiety, 23
exam day, 23-24
readiness assessment, 21-22
study tips, 19-20

computer forensics, 332-333
chain of custody, 333-334
damage and loss controls, 335
first responders, 334-335
reporting and disclosure policies,

335-336
RFC (Request For Comments)

2350, 335
configuration baselines, 158
configuration change documentation,

340-341
SLAs (service level agreements),

345
content filtering, 102-103
continuous UPSs (uninterruptible

power supplies), 312
cookies, 52, 55

clearing caches, 53
hijacking, 77
privacy issues, 53
session values, 53
tracking cookies, 53

copy backups, 321
Counter Mode with Cipher Block

Chaining Message Authentication
Code Protocol (CCMP), 270

countermeasures, intrusions, 202
CPS (certificate practice statement),

283-284
certificate life cycles, 286-287

CRLs (certificate revocation lists),
284, 290

certificate status checks, 290
cross-certification CA (certificate

authority) model, 285
cross-site scripting (XXS), 55-56
cryptographic hash algorithms, 180,

264
Cryptographic Message Syntax

Standard, 278
Cryptographic Token Information

Format Standard, 279
Cryptographic Token Interface

Standard, 278
cryptography, 252

versus steganography, 256
CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple

access with collision avoidance)
connectivity, 61

CSV (comma-separated value) for-
mat, 230

cumulative loss expectancy (CLE),
132

CWAP (Compact Wireless Application
Protocol), 60

Cyber-Security Enhancement &
Consumer Data Protection Act, 336

D
DACLs (discretionary access control

lists), 122
DACs (discretionary access controls),

142-144
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damage and loss controls, 335
Data Accountability and Trust Act, 336
Data Encryption Standard (DES) sym-

metric key algorithms, 177, 180,
265-266

data link layer, OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) model, 179

data-breach notification law, 336
DDoS (distributed denial-of-service)

attacks, 36, 83-84
DNS poisoning, 86

decentralized key management, 287
declassification of media, 338
default account vulnerabilities, 64
default identification broadcast vul-

nerabilities, 64
degaussing media, 338
demilitarized zone (DMZ), 88-89

firewall placement, 116-117
VPNs (virtual private networks),

173
DEN (Directory Enabled Networking)

standard, 58
denial of services (DoS)

attacks, 81-83, 156
ARP poisoning, 87
circuit-level gateway proxy-

service firewalls, 101
zombies, 83

vulnerabilities, 65
DES (Data Encryption Standard) sym-

metric key algorithms, 177, 180,
265-266

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), 92

dial-up access, 174
LDAP (Lightweight Directory

Access Protocol), 176-177

RADIUS (Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service), 170, 
175-176

TACACS+ (Terminal Access
Controller Access Control
System Plus), 170, 175-176

differential backups, 321
Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement

Standard, 268, 278
digital certificates, 152, 282

certificate life cycles, 286-287
certificate policies, 283-284
CRLs (certificate revocation lists),

284, 290
certificate status checks, 290

HTTPS versus S-HTTP, 57
key management, 287-292
OCSP (Online Certificate Status

Protocol)
certificate revocation, 284, 290
certificate status checks, 290

registration authority (RA), 152,
282

SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 57-58
versus digital signatures, 260
X.509, 278-281

digital signatures, 258-261
nonrepudiation, 260
versus digital certificates, 260

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) risks,
97

Directory Enabled Networking (DEN)
standard, 58

Directory Service Markup Language
(DSML), 58

disaster recovery, 306-308
backups, 320-322
physical access security, 162-163
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disaster recovery

policies, 307
SLAs (Service level agreements),

307, 319-320
system restoration, 323-324

disclosure policies, 335-336
discretionary access control lists

(DACLs), 122
discretionary access controls (DACs),

142-144
disk arrays, 313-317
Distinguished Name (DN), 177
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)

attacks, 36, 83-84
DNS poisoning, 86

distribution groups, 120
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 88-89

firewall placement, 116-117
VPNs (virtual private networks),

173
DN (Distinguished Name), 177
DNS (domain name service)

application hardening, 209
Bonk attacks, 83
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
kiting, 85
logging procedures, 231-232
man-in-the-middle attacks, 81
poisoning, 85-86
ports, commonly used, 75
risks, 76

domain kiting, 85
DoS (denial of services)

vulnerabilities, 65
attacks, 81-83, 156

ARP poisoning, 87
circuit-level gateway proxy-

service firewalls, 101
zombies, 83

dry-pipe fire suppression systems,
349

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) risks,
97

DSML (Directory Service Markup
Language), 58

due care knowledge/actions, 344
due diligence, 344-345
due process laws, 334, 345
dumpster diving, 355-356
duplexing RAID, 314
Duronio, Roger, 37
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

(DHCP), 92
application hardening, 210

E
ECC (Elliptic curve cryptography)

asymmetric encryption algorithm,
269

ECC (Error Correcting Code) RAID,
314

Echo protocol, 74
Fraggle DoS (denial-of-service)

attacks, 82
ports, commonly used, 75

education of users, policies, 
346-347, 356-357

802.11 wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) stan-
dard, 60-61

802.11i WPA/WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected
Access), 62

802.1Q standard, 90
802.1x, IEEE (Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers) stan-
dard, 151

wireless networking, 170-173
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El Gamal asymmetric encryption
algorithm, 268

electromagnetic interference (EMI),
352

electronic and electromagnetic emis-
sions, shielding, 350-351

coaxial cables, 352
plenum, 352
twisted-pair cables, 352

electronic mail. See email security
electrostatic discharge (ESD), 350
Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)

asymmetric encryption algorithm,
269

Elliptic Curve Cryptography Standard,
279

email security, 181
clients, 50-51
hoaxes, 183
MIME (Multipurpose Internet

Mail Extension) protocol, 181
PGP/MIME (Pretty Good

Privacy/Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extension) protocol, 182

S/MIME (Secure Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extension) proto-
col, 182

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), 181, 208-209

spam, 182-183
EMI (electromagnetic interference),

352
Encapsulated Secure Payload (ESP),

IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),
179-180, 225, 294

encryption
nonrepudiation, 259-260
weak encryption, 171

whole disk encryption, 261-262
Trusted Platform Module, 

262-263
Entrust CAs (certificate authorities),

281
environmental security controls

fire prevention/suppression, 
348-349

HVAC systems, 350
shielding electronic and electro-

magnetic emissions, 350-353
Error Correcting Code (ECC),

Hamming Code, RAID, 314
ESD (electrostatic discharge), 350
ESP (Encapsulating Security Payload)

protocol, 179-180, 225, 294
Event Viewer, 221

Group Policy, 241-242
system logging, 233
system monitoring, 223-224

exams (practice). See also certifica-
tion (CompTIA)

CompTIA Certification Programs
link, 18

exam 1
answers, 389-410
questions, 365-387

exam 2
answers, 439-465
questions, 411-437

Microsoft’s Exam link, 16
preparation, 19

anxiety, 23
exam day, 23-24
readiness assessment, 21-22
study tips, 19-20

expiration access control, 145
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Extended-Certificate Syntax Standard

Extended-Certificate Syntax Standard,
278

extranets, 90

F
facial geometry biometric authentica-

tion, 154
false acceptance rates (FAR), 154
false rejection rates (FRR), 154
Faraday cage shielding, 350-351
FAT (File Allocation Table)-based file

systems, 206
FDE (full disk encryption), 261-262

Trusted Platform Module, 262-263
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

(FRCP)
data retention policies, 241
discovery processs and electronic

data, 337
information classifications, 342

ferroresonant UPSs (uninterruptible
power supplies), 312

Fifth Amendment, due process, 334,
345

File Allocation Table (FAT)-based file
systems, 206

file and print services/sharing, 
121-122

application hardening, 209-210
null sessions, 78

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
anonymous access, 59
application hardening, 209
application-level gateway proxy-

service firewalls, 101
authentication, 59
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89

ports, commonly used, 75
spoofing, 80
system hardening, 156

Finger protocol, 76
fingerprint biometric authentication,

154
fire prevention/suppression, 348-349
firewalls, 99-100, 207. See also per-

sonal firewalls
extranets, 90
hardware, 110, 118
Internet content filters, 118
logging, 235-236
packet-filtering, 100, 116
placement, 116-117
protocol analyzers, 118
proxy-service, 116-118

application-level gateway, 
100-101

circuit-level gateway, 100-101
software, 118
stateful-inspection, 100-101, 116

first responders, 334-335
floating pop-ups, 113
forensics, 332-333

chain of custody, 333-334
damage and loss controls, 335
first responders, 334-335
reporting and disclosure policies,

335-336
RFC (Request For Comments)

2350, 335
Fourteenth Amendment, due process,

334, 345
Fraggle DoS (denial-of-service)

attacks, 82
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frame tagging, 90-91
FRCP (Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure)
data retention policies, 241
discovery processs and electronic

data, 337
information classifications, 342

FRR (false rejection rates), 154
FTP (File Transfer Protocol)

anonymous access, 59
application hardening, 209
application-level gateway proxy-

service firewalls, 101
authentication, 59
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
ports, commonly used, 75
spoofing, 80
system hardening, 156

FTP-Data protocol, 75
FTPS (FTP over Secure Sockets

Layer), 59
full backups, 320, 322
full disk encryption (FDE), 261-262

Trusted Platform Module, 262-263

G
GLB (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act), 337
GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG), 268
GnuPG (GNU Privacy Guard), 268
GPOs (Group Policy objects), 123-124
gpresult command, 242
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB), 337
grandfather-father-son backups, 322
group policies, system hardening,

157
Group Policy, 123-124, 241-242

Group Policy objects (GPOs), 123-124
group-based access controls, 

119-121
distribution groups, 120
logical tokens, 127-128, 153
security groups, 120

H
H.323 specification, 96
Hamming Code Error Correcting Code

(ECC) RAID, 314
handheld device security, 41-42
hand geometry biometric authentica-

tion, 154
Handshake Protocol, TLS (Transport

Layer Security), 185
hardening

application hardening, 206, 
208-210

network hardening, 206
system hardening, 206-207

group policies, 157
nonessential services/protocols,

156
security settings, 157-158
updates, 156-157

hardware personal firewalls, 110
hardware/media disposal policies,

337-338
hardware/peripherals system threats

BIOS, 38-40
handheld devices, 41-42
network-attached storage, 42-43
removable storage devices, 40-42
storage area network, 42-43
USB devices, 40-41
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hash algorithms

hash algorithms, 263
cryptographic, 180, 264
LAN Manager and NT LAN

Manager, 264-265
header signatures, NIDSs (network-

based intrusion-detection systems),
197

Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996,
336

heat/smoke detection systems, 348
HIDSs (host-based intrusion-detection

systems), 98-99, 199-201
hierarchical CA (certificate authority)

model, 285
hijacking, 77-78

802.1x, IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) standard, 172

HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act) of 1996, 336

hoaxes, 183, 355
honeypots/honeynets, 201-202
host-based HIDSs (intrusion-detection

systems), 98-99, 199-201
host-based NACs (network access

controls), 95
hot sites, 309, 311
hotfixes, system hardening, 157
HR (human resources) policies, 346
HTML-enabled client security, 50
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol)

application-level gateway proxy-
service firewalls, 101

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
logging procedures, 231
ports, commonly used, 75

HTTPS (HTTP over SSL/Hypertext
Transfer Protocol over Secure
Sockets Layer), 184, 293

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
ports, commonly used, 75
versus S-HTTP (Secure Hypertext

Transport Protocol), 57, 185
hub vulnerabilities, 65
humidity monitoring, 350
Hunt program, man-in-the-middle

attacks, 81
HVAC systems, 350
hybrid UPSs (uninterruptible power

supplies), 312
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),

75
application-level gateway proxy-

service firewalls, 101
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
logging procedures, 231
ports, commonly used, 75

hypervisors, 114-115

I
IAS (Internet Authentication Service),

235
IAX (Inter Asterisk eXchange) specifi-

cation, 96
ICMP (Internet Control Message

Protocol), ICMP (Internet Control
Message Protocol) echoes, 219

ping, 218
smurf/smurfing, 82
traceroute, 219

ICS (Internet Connection Sharing), 92
IDEA (International Data Encryption

Algorithm), 177, 180, 266
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Identity proofing authentication, 155
IDSs (intrusion-detection systems),

194, 201-202
active and passive, 194, 205
APIDSs (application protocol-

based IDSs), 199
ARP poisoning, 88
behavior-based, 196-197
HIDSs (host-based IDSs), 199-201
honeypots/honeynets, 201-202
host-based (HIDSs), 98-99
incident handling, 202-203
knowledge-based, 195-196
network-based (NIDSs), 98-99
NIDSs (network-based IDSs), 

197-199, 201
versus NIPS (network intrusion-

prevention system), 201
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers)
802.1x specifications, 61, 151
wireless networking, 170-173

IETF (Internet Engineering Task
Force)

LDAP (Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol), 176

PKIX Working Group, 277-279
WAP next standard research, 60

IIS (Internet Information Services)
logging procedures, 231

IKE (Internet Key Exchange) protocol,
180, 225, 294

IM (instant messaging), 56-57, 
183-184

IMAP (Internet Message Access
Protocol), 208

iMode standard, 60

impact/risk assessment, 306
implicit deny access control, 144
Incident Response Team (IRT), 332
incremental backups, 321-322
independent data disk RAID, 316
Information Technology Security

Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC), 142
informed spoofing, 80
initial sequence numbers (ISNs),

hijacking, 77
inline NACs (network access con-

trols), 95
instant messaging (IM), 56-57, 

183-184
Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE)
802.1x specifications, 61, 151
wireless networking, 170-173

Inter Asterisk eXchange (IAX) specifi-
cation, 96

International Data Encryption
Algorithm (IDEA), 177, 180, 266

International Telecommunications
Union (ITU)

X.509 certificates, 279
Internet Authentication Service (IAS),

235
Internet Connection Sharing (ICS), 92
Internet Control Message Protocol

(ICMP) echoes, 219
ping, 218
smurf/smurfing, 82
traceroute, 219

Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN), DNS
kiting, 85
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Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF)

LDAP (Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol), 176

PKIX Working Group, 277-279
WAP next standard research, 60

Internet Information Services (IIS)
logging procedures, 231

Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol,
180, 225, 294

Internet Message Access Protocol
(IMAP), 208

Internet Protocol (IP) remote access,
174

Internet Protocol Security (IPsec),
206

AH and ESP services, 179-180
IKE (Internet Key Exchange), 180
NAT (Network Address

Translation), 92
Network Monitor, 225
OSI network layer, 178-179
replay attacks, 81
spoofing, 80
VPNs (virtual private networks),

170, 173-174, 293-294
Internet Security and Accereration

(ISA), 235-236
Internet Security Association and Key

Management Protocol (ISAKMP),
225, 294

interprocess communication share
(IPC$) null sessions, 78

intranets, 90
intrusion-detection systems (IDSs),

194, 201-202
active and passive, 194, 205
APIDSs (application protocol-

based IDSs), 199

ARP poisoning, 88
behavior-based, 196-197
HIDS (host-based IDSs), 199-201
honeypots/honeynets, 201-202
incident handling, 202-203
knowledge-based, 195-196
NIDS (network-based IDSs), 

197-201
versus NIPS (network intrusion-

prevention system), 201
IP (Internet Protocol) remote access,

174
IP addresses

classes, 92-94
IPv6, 93
NAT (Network Address

Translation), 91-92
subnetting, 92-94

IPC$ (interprocess communication
share) null sessions, 78

Ipconfig/Ifconfig utilities, 219
IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),

206
AH and ESP services, 179-180
IKE (Internet Key Exchange), 180
NAT (Network Address

Translation), 92
Network Monitor, 225
OSI network layer, 178-179
replay attacks, 81
spoofing, 80
VPNs (virtual private networks),

170, 173-174, 293-294
iris profile biometric authentication,

154
IronKey, 173
IRT (Incident Response Team), 332



LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)
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ISA (Internet Security Associate and
Accereration), 235-236

ISAKMP (Internet Security Associate
and Key Management Protocol),
225, 294

ISNs (initial sequence numbers),
hijacking, 77

iStat nano, 224
ITSEC (Information Technology

Security Evaluation Criteria), 142
ITU (International

Telecommunications Union) X.509
certificates, 279

J
Java, 50-51

versus ActiveX controls, 52
versus JavaScript, 52

Java applets
buffer overflow attacks, 29

Java Virtual Machine (JVM), 50-51
buffer overflow attacks, 29

JavaScript, 51, 55
versus Java, 52

job rotation access control, 145
job rotation/cross-training, 342-343
Juggernaut program, 81
JVM (Java Virtual Machine), 50-51

buffer overflow attacks, 29

K
KDC (Key Distribution Center), 

148-149
Kerberos authentication, 147-149

mutual authentication, 150

key management, 256
centralized versus decentralized,

287
certificates

M of N controls, 290
expiration, 289
and 
renewal, 291
revocaton, 289
status checks, 290
suspension, 290

key escrow, 288
key pair recovery, 290
key pair storage, 287-288
keys for authentication, 291
keys for destruction, 291
keys for privacy, 291
multiple key pairs, 292

Kismet, 63
kiting, DNS, 85
knowledge-based IDSs (intrusion-

detection systems), 195-196

L
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol),

294
remote access, 170-171, 174

LAN Manager (LM) hash algorithm),
264-265

LANalyzer, Novell, 225
Land DoS (denial-of-service) attacks,

82
Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP),

294
remote access, 170-171, 174

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol), 58, 176-177
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logical access controls

Learntosubnet.com, 93-94
least privilege access control, 145
legislation and security policies, 

336-337
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

(LDAP), 58, 176-177
link-local addresses, 93
Linux Slapper worms, 29
LLC (logical-link control) layer, OSI

(Open Systems Interconnection)
submodel, 179

logging procedures and evaluation,
229-230

access logging, 234-235
antivirus logging, 236
application security, 230-231
DNS, 231-232
firewall logging, 235-236
performance logging, 233-234
system logging, 233

logic bombs, 37-38
logical access controls. See also

access controls; authentication;
remote access

account expiration, 127
ACEs (access control entries), 122
ACLs (access control lists), 122
DACLs (discretionary access con-

trol lists), 122
Group Policy, 123-124
group-based, 119-121

distribution groups, 120
security groups, 120

logical tokens, 127-128, 153
passwords

domains, 125-126
networks, 124-125

print and file sharing, 121-122
SACLs (system access control lists),

122
time-of-day restrictions, 126-127
user-based, 119-121

logical tokens, 127-128, 153
logical-link control (LLC) sublayer,

OSI (Open Systems Interconnection)
model, 179

Love Bug virus, 30

M
macro viruses, 30-31
MAC (Media Access Control) sublay-

er, OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) model, 143, 179

flooding, ARP poisoning, 87-88
MACs (mandatory access controls),

142-144
malicious code. See malware, 28
malware (malicious code), 28

adware, 34-35
bots/botnets, 36-37, 65
email security, 208-209
hoaxes, 183
logic bombs, 37-38
privilege escalation, 28-29, 64
protection techniques, 38
rootkits, 35-36
spam, 33-34, 182-183
spyware, 32-33
Trojans, 32
viruses, 30-31
worms, 31-32, 41
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man-in-the-middle attacks, 80-81
802.1x, IEEE (Institute of

Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) standard, 172

ARP poisoning, 87
mandatory access controls (MACs),

142-144
masters, 83
MD2, MD4, MD5 Message Digest

Series Algorithms, 76, 180, 264
Media Access Control (MAC) sublay-

er, OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) model, 143, 179

flooding, ARP poisoning, 87-88
media/hardware disposal policies,

337-338
Melissa virus, 31
Message Digest Series Algorithms

(MD2, MD4, MD5), 76, 180, 264
Michelangelo virus, 31
Microsoft Active Directory. See Active

Directive
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail

Extension) protocol, 181, 295
MIMO (multiple-input multiple-

output), 61
mirroring RAID, 314
Mocmex Trojan, 32
modem risks, 97
monitoring. See performance moni-

toring
Montreal Protocol, 349
Morris worm, 31
multifactor authentication, 154-155
multilevel access controls. See MACs

( (mandatory access controls)
multipartite viruses, 30

multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), 61

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension
(MIME) protocol, 181, 295

mutual authentication, 150

N
NACs (network access controls), 

95-96
Nagios enterprise monitoring, 221
NAS (network-attached storage), 

42-43
NAS (network-area storage) firewall

placement, 117
NAT (Network Address Translation),

91-92, 207
National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST), 95, 332
NCSD (National Cyber Security

Division), 205
net use/net view commands, 79
NetBIOS, 75
NetBIOS over TCP/IP, null sessions,

79
Netlogon.dll/Netlogon.log files, 236
Netscape Corporation

cookies, 52
JavaScript, 50

Netstat utility, 76, 218
NetStumbler, 63
Network Access Control, McAfee, 234
network access controls (NACs), 

95-96
Network Address Translation (NAT),

91-92, 207
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network firewalls

network firewalls, 99-100
Internet content filters, 118
packet-filtering, 100, 116
placement, 116-117
protocol analyzers, 118
proxy-service, 116-118

gateways, application-level, 
100-101

gateways, circuit-level, 100-101
stateful-inspection, 100-101, 116

network hardening, 206-208
network interface cards (NICs), 198
network intrusion-prevention system

(NIPS), 99
versus NIDSs (network-based

intrusion-detection systems), 201
network layer, OSI (Open Systems

Interconnection) model, 178-179
Network Monitor, Microsoft Windows

Server, 221, 225-226
Network News Transfer Protocol

(NNTP), 209
network-area storage (NAS) firewall

placement, 117
network-attached storage (NAS), 

42-43
network-based intrusion-detection

systems (NIDSs), 98-99, 197-199
versus NIPS (network intrusion-

prevention system), 201
New Technology File System (NTFS),

206
NICs (network interface cards), 198
NIDSs (network-based intrusion-

detection systems), 98-99, 197-201
Nimda worm, 31
NIPS (network intrusion-prevention

system), 99
versus NIDSs (network-based

intrusion-detection systems), 201

NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology), 95, 332

nonrepudiation, 259-260
digital signatures, 260
VoIP (voice over Internet

Protocol), 97
Notification of Risk to Personal Data

Act, 336
nslookup utility, 218
NT LAN Manager (NTLM) hash algo-

rithm, 264-265
NTFS (New Technology File System),

206
null sessions

APIs (application programming
interfaces), 79

IPC$ (interprocess communication
share), 78

print-sharing services (Windows),
78

RPCs (remote procedure calls), 79

O
OCSP (Online Certificate Status

Protocol)
certificate revocation, 284, 290
certificate status checks, 290

offsite tape storage backups, 322
one-time pad (OTP) encryption algo-

rithms, 267
Online Privacy Protection Act of

2003,California (OPPA), 343
online UPSs (uninterruptible power

supplies), 312
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)

model, 178-179
Open Vulnerability Assessment

Language (OVAL), 205
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OpenPGP encryption algorithms, 268
operating system hardening. See sys-

tem hardening
OPPA (Online Privacy Protection Act

of 2003), California, 343
orange book. See TCSEC
organizational security

backups, 320-322
business continuity planning, 

308-309
disaster recovery, 306-308

physical access security, 162-163
policies, 307
SLAs (service level agreements),

307, 319-320
redundancy, 306-309

backup power generators, 311
cold sites, 310-311
connections, 319
hot sites, 309-311
ISPs (Internet service

providers), 318-319
RAID, 313-317
server clusters, 318
servers, 317-318
single points of failure, 313
site selection, 310
UPSs (uninterruptible power

supplies), 311-313
warm sites, 310-311

system restoration, 323-324
security policies

acceptable use, 339
awareness training, 346-347,

356-357
change documentation, 340-341
computer forensics, 332-336

cross-training, 342-343
due care knowledge/actions, 344
due diligence, 344-345
due process, 345
electronic and electromagnetic

emissions, shielding, 350-353
fire prevention/suppression,

348-349
hardware/media disposal, 

337-338
HR (human resources), 346
HVAC systems, 350
incident response procedures,

332
information classification levels,

341-342
job rotation, 342-343
legislation, 336-337
mandatory vacations, 342-343
passwords, 339-340
PII (personally identifiable

information), 343
separation of duties, 342-343
SLAs (service level agreements),

345
social engineering risks, 

353-356
user education, 346-347, 

356-357
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection)

model, 178-179
OTP (one-time pad) encryption algo-

rithms, 267
out-of-band NACs (network access

controls), 95
OVAL (Open Vulnerability Assessment

Language), 205
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P2P (peer-to-peer) networking

P – Q
P2P (peer-to-peer) networking, 56
Packet Internet Grouper (ping), 

218-219
ping DoS (denial-of-service)

attacks, 82
ping flood DoS (denial-of-service)

attacks, 82
packet sniffing, 195-196
packet-filtering firewalls, 100, 116
palm geometry biometric authentica-

tion, 154
PAP (Password Authentication

Protocol), 150
parallel transfer RAID, 315
Parental Controls, Vista, 102
passive IDSs (intrusion-detection sys-

tems), 194, 205
Password Authentication Protocol

(PAP), 150
Password-Based Cryptography

Standard, 278
passwords, 152-153

domains, 125-126
networks, 124-125
security policies, 339-340
system hardening, 156
vulnerabilities, 64, 146

pathping command, 220
PBX (Private Branch Exchange) sys-

tems, 96
PDA security, 41-42
PDPs (policy decision points) NACs,

95
peer-to-peer (P2P) networking, 56
penetration testing, 205

PEPs (policy enforcement points)
NACs, 95

performance benchmarking, 220
Performance console, Microsoft, 

221-222
Performance Logs and Alerts, 234

performance monitoring, 221-222
application security, 230-231
logging procedures and evaluation,

229-230
access logging, 234-235
antivirus logging, 236
baselines, 230
DNS, 231-232
firewall logging, 235-236
performance logging, 233-234
system logging, 233

methodologies, 226-227
anomaly-based, 228
behavior-based, 227-228
signature-based, 229

system security, 222-224
tools

Ipconfig/Ifconfig, 219
Netstat, 218
nslookup, 218
pathping, 220
ping (Packet Internet Grouper),

218-219
Telnet, 219
tracert/traceroute, 218-219

Perl language, CGI scripts, 54
permissions and rights

group-based controls, 119-121
distribution groups, 120
security groups, 120

user-based controls, 119-121
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Personal Data Privacy and Security
Act of 2007, 336

personal firewalls
hardware, 110
software, 110-111

Personal Information Exchange
Syntax Standard, 279

personally identifiable information
(PII), 343

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), 258, 282,
295

PGP/MIME (Pretty Good
Privacy/Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extension) protocol, 182

phishing, 354
physical access security, 158-162

access controls, 128
evacuations, 162-163
facilities, 160-161
physical barriers, 160

physical layer, OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) model, 179

PII (personally identifiable informa-
tion), 343

ping (Packet Internet Grouper), 
218-219

ping DoS (denial-of-service)
attacks, 82

ping flood DoS (denial-of-service)
attacks, 82

PKCS (Public Key Cryptography
Standards), 278-279

PKI (public key infrastructure), 206,
254, 276. See also PKCS; PKIX

CA (certificate authority), 281
bridge CA model, 285
cross-certification CA model,

285

hierarchical CA model, 285
single CA model, 284-285

CPS (certificate practice state-
ment), 283-284

certificate life cycles, 286-287
digital certificates, 152, 282

certificate life cycles, 286-287
certificate policies, 283-287
certificate revocation, 284, 290
certificate status checks, 290
CRLs (certificate revocation

lists), 284, 290
OCSP (Online Certificate

Status Protocol), 284, 290
versus digital signatures, 260
X.509, 278-281

HTTPS (HTTP over
SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 293

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
ports, commonly used, 75
versus S-HTTP (Secure

Hypertext Transport
Protocol), 57, 185

IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),
206

AH and ESP services, 179-180
IKE (Internet Key Exchange),

180
NAT (Network Address

Translation), 92
Network Monitor, 225
OSI network layer, 178-179
replay attacks, 81
spoofing, 80
VPNs (virtual private networks),

170, 173-174, 293-294
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PKI (public key infrastructure)

key management, 287-292
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling

Protocol), 294
remote access, 170-171, 174

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), 258,
282, 295

PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol), 293

remote access, 170-171, 174
registration authorities, 282
S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose

Internet Mail Extensions), 182,
294-295

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), 295

application-level gateway proxy-
service firewalls, 101

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
email security, 181, 208-209
ports, commonly used, 75

SSH (Secure Shell), 295-296
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
FTP over SSH (Secure Shell),

59, 178
ports, commonly used, 75
remote access, 170, 177-178
versions, 178

SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 185,
292-293

browser security, 55
FTPS (FTP over SSL), 59
hijacking, 78
TLS (Transport Layer Security)

standards, 277
TLS (Transport Layer Security),

57-58, 292-293
PKIX (public key infrastructure based

on X.509 certificates), 277-281

plenum, 352
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)

CHAP (Challenge-Handshake
Authentication Protocol), 
150-151

remote access, 171
Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol

(PPTP), 293
remote access, 170-171, 174

poisoning
ARP (Address Resolution

Protocol), 87-88
DNS (domain name service), 85-86

policy decision points (PDPs) NACs,
95

policy enforcement points (PEPs)
NACs, 95

polymorphic viruses, 30
pop-up blockers, 113-114
POP3 (Post Office Protocol 3), 208

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
ports, commonly used, 75

port signatures, NIDSs (network-
based intrusion-detection systems),
197

port stealing, ARP, 88
Portmap protocol, 75
Post Office Protocol 3 (POP3), 208

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
ports, commonly used, 75

PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol)
CHAP (Challenge-Handshake

Authentication Protocol), 
150-151

remote access, 171
PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling

Protocol), 293
remote access, 170-171, 174
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practice exams
CompTIA Certification Programs

link, 18
exam 1

answers, 389-410
questions, 365-387

exam 2
answers, 439-465
questions, 411-437

Microsoft’s Exam link, 16
preparation, 19

anxiety, 23
exam day, 23-24
readiness assessment, 21-22
study tips, 19-20

presentation layer, OSI (Open
Systems Interconnection) model,
179

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), 258, 295
digital certificates, 282

Pretty Good Privacy/Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extension (PGP/MIME)
protocol, 182

print and file services
application hardening, 121-122,

209-210
null sessions, Windows, 78

printers, UPSs (uninterruptible power
supplies), 313

Private Branch Exchange (PBX) sys-
tems, 96

private key encryption algorithms,
254-255

key management, 256, 287-292
Private-Key Information Syntax

Standard, 278
privilege escalation, 28, 64

buffer overflow attacks, 28-29, 31

privileges
group-based controls, 119-121

distribution groups, 120
security groups, 120

user-based controls, 119-121
profiling, 54
program viruses, 30
promiscuous-mode network traffic

analysis, 63
protocol analyzers, 103, 118, 225
proxy servers, 101-102
proxy-service firewalls, 116-118

application-level gateway, 100-101
circuit-level gateway, 100-101

ps tool, UNIX, 225
Pseudo Random Number Generation,

279
Public Key Cryptography Standards

(PKCS), 278-279
public key encryption algorithms,

254-255, 260
key management, 256, 287-292

public key infrastructure (PKI), 206,
254, 276. See also PKCS; PKIX

CA (certificate authority), 281
bridge CA model, 285
cross-certification CA model,

285
hierarchical CA model, 285
single CA model, 284-285

CPS (certificate practice state-
ment), 283-284

certificate life cycles, 286-287
digital certificates, 152, 282

certificate life cycles, 286-287
certificate policies, 283-287
certificate revocation, 284, 290
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public key infrastructure (PKI)

certificate status checks, 290
CRLs (certificate revocation

lists), 284, 290
OCSP (Online Certificate

Status Protocol), 284, 290
versus digital signatures, 260
X.509, 278-281

HTTPS (HTTP over
SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 293

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
ports, commonly used, 75
versus S-HTTP (Secure

Hypertext Transport
Protocol), 57, 185

IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),
206

AH and ESP services, 179-180
IKE (Internet Key Exchange),

180
NAT (Network Address

Translation), 92
Network Monitor, 225
OSI network layer, 178-179
replay attacks, 81
spoofing, 80
VPNs (virtual private networks),

170, 173-174, 293-294
key management, 287-292
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling

Protocol), 294
remote access, 170-171, 174

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), 258,
282, 295

PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol), 293

remote access, 170-171, 174
registration authorities, 282

S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions), 182,
294-295

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), 295

application-level gateway proxy-
service firewalls, 101

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
email security, 181, 208-209
ports, commonly used, 75

SSH (Secure Shell), 295-296
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
FTP over SSH (Secure Shell),

59, 178
ports, commonly used, 75
remote access, 170, 177-178
versions, 178

SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 185,
292-293

browser security, 55
FTPS (FTP over SSL), 59
hijacking, 78
TLS (Transport Layer Security)

standards, 277
TLS (Transport Layer Security),

57-58, 292-293

questions (practice exams)
exam 1, 365-387
exam 2, 411-437

R
RA (registration authority), 152
radio frequency interference (RFI),

352
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RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-
In User Service), 151

dial-up access, 170, 175-176
ports, commonly used, 75

RAID, 313-317
RARP (Reverse Address Resolution

Protocol), 87
RAS (remote-access service), 173
RBACs (role-based access controls),

142, 144
RBACs (rule-based access controls),

144
RC (Rivest Cipher) symmetric key

encryption algorithms, 266
RCA4 (Rivest Cipher 4), 62

rcp utility, 177-178, 295-296
RDN (Relative Distinguished Name),

177
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol), 178
Record Protocol, TLS (Transport

Layer Security), 185
record-retention policies, 337
redundancy, 306-309

backup power generators, 311
cold sites, 310-311
connections, 319
hot sites, 309-311
ISPs (Internet service providers),

318-319
RAID, 313-317
server clusters, 318
servers, 317-318
single points of failure, 313
site selection, 310
UPSs (uninterruptible power sup-

plies), 311-313
warm sites, 310-311

registration authority (RA), 282
digital certificates, 152

Relative Distinguished Name (RDN),
177

remote access. See also access con-
trols; authentication; logical access
controls; remote access

802.1x, IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) standard, 170-173

IP (Internet Protocol), 174
IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),

206
AH and ESP services, 179-180
IKE (Internet Key Exchange),

180
NAT (Network Address

Translation), 92
Network Monitor, 225
OSI network layer, 178-179
replay attacks, 81
spoofing, 80
VPNs (virtual private networks),

170, 173-174, 293-294
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling

Protocol), 170-171, 174
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol),

171
PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling

Protocol), 170-171, 174
RADIUS (Remote Authentication

Dial-In User Service), 151
dial-up access, 170, 175-176
ports, commonly used, 75

RAS (remote-access service), 173
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol),

178
SSH (Secure Shell), 170, 177-178),

295-296
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Rivest Cipher (RC) symmetric key encryption algorithms

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
FTP over SSH (Secure Shell),

59, 178
ports, commonly used, 75
versions, 178

TACACS+ (Terminal Access
Controller Access Control
System Plus), 151, 170, 175-176

ports, commonly used, 75
VPNs (virtual private networks)

IPsec (Internet Protocol
Security), 170, 173-174, 178

L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling
Protocol), 170

PPTP (Point-to-Point
Tunneling Protocol), 170

quarantines, 173
Remote Authentication Dial-In User

Service (RADIUS), 151
dial-up access, 170, 175-176
ports, commonly used, 75

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP), 178
remote procedure calls (RPCs), null

sessions, 79
remote-access service (RAS), 173
removable storage device security,

40-42
replay attacks, 81
report of incident policies, 335-336
Request For Comments (RFC) 2350,

335
restoration plans, 323-324
Resultant Set of Policy (RSoP) tool,

242
retina scan biometric authentication,

154
Reverse Address Resolution Protocol

(RARP), 87

reverse social engineering risks, 
353-354

RFC (Request For Comments) 2350,
335

RFI (radio frequency interference),
352

rights and permissions. See privi-
leges

risk management, 128-129, 203-204
asset identification, 129
identifying vulnerabilities, 204-205
penetration testing, 205
risk and threat assessment, 130-131
risk calculations, 131-132
ROI calculations, 132-133
vulnerabilities, 131

Rivest Cipher (RC) symmetric key
encryption algorithms, 266

Rivest Cipher 4 (RCA4), 62
Rivest, Ronald, 264
Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA)

asymmetric encryption algorithm,
177-180, 268-269, 295

rlogin utility, 177, 295
ROI (return on investment), 132-133
role-based access controls (RBACs),

142, 144
root CA (certificate authority), 285
RootkitRevealer, 36
rootkits, 35-36
Routing and Remote Access (RRAS),

235
RPCs (remote procedure calls), null

sessions, 79
RRAS (Routing and Remote Access),

235
RROI (reduced return on investment),

132
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RSA (Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman)
asymmetric encryption algorithm,
177-180, 268-269, 295

RSA Certification Request Syntax
Standard, 278

RSA Cryptography Standard, 278
RSA Security’s SecurID tokens, 153
rsh utility, 177-178, 295-296
RSoP (Resultant Set of Policy) tool,

242
rule-based access controls (RBACs),

144

S
S-HTTP (Secure Hypertext Transport

Protocol) versus HTTPS (HTTP over
SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 57, 185

S/FTP (FTP over Secure Shell), 59,
178, 296

S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions), 182, 
294-295

SACLs (system access control lists),
122

sanitization of media, 338
SANs (storage-area networks), 42

firewalls
placement, 117
protocol analyzers, 118

virtualization, 115
SANS Institute, 131
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) legislation,

337
Sawmill, antivirus logging, 236
scp utility, 177-178, 296
search and seizure laws, 334

secret key algorithms. See symmetric
key encryption algorithms

Secure Copy (scp) utility, 177-178,
296

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA, SHA-1),
180, 264

Secure Hypertext Transport Protocol
(S-HTTP) versus HTTPS (HTTP over
SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 57

Secure Login (slogin) utility, 177, 295
Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail

Extension (S/MIME) protocol, 182,
294-295

Secure Shell (SSH), 295-296
FTP over SSH (Secure Shell), 59,

178, 296
remote access, 170, 177-178
versions, 178

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 185,
292-293

browser security, 55
digital certificates, 282
FTPS (FTP over SSL), 59
hijacking, 78
HTTPS (HTTP over

SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 57,
184-185, 293

Linux Slapper worms, 29
TLS (Transport Layer Security),

57-58
SecurID tokens, RSA Security, 153
security baselines

application hardening, 206-210
logging procedures, 230
network hardening, 206-208
operating system hardening, 

206-207
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security baselines

OVAL (Open Vulnerability
Assessment Language), 205

penetration testing, 205
risk management, 203-204

identifying vulnerabilities, 
204-205

penetration testing, 205
system hardening, 158

security groups, 120
security identifiers (SIDs), 127-128
security templates, 157
Selected Attribute Types, 278
self-assessment for CompTIA certifi-

cation
educational background, 14-16
hands-on experience, 16-18

Server Message Blocks (SMBs), 121
ports, commonly used, 75

server redundancy, 317-318
service level agreements (SLAs),

307, 319-320, 345
Service Location Protocol (SLP), 58
service-oriented architecture (SOA)

authentication, 155
session hijacking, 55, 77
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), 96
session layer, OSI (Open Systems

Interconnection) model, 179
SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm), 180,

264
shared secret key algorithms. See

symmetric key encryption algo-
rithms

shielded twisted-pair (STP) cables,
352

shielding electronic and electromag-
netic emissions, 350-351

coaxial cables, 352
plenum, 352
twisted-pair cables, 352

Shiva Password Authentication
Protocol (SPAP), 150

short message service (SMS)
handheld device security, 41

shoulder surfing, 355
SIDs (security identifiers), 127-128
signature biometric authentication,

154
signature-based monitoring, 229
signatures, NIDSs (network-based

intrusion-detection systems), 197,
201

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP), 57, 295

application-level gateway proxy-
service firewalls, 101

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
email security, 181, 208-209
ports, commonly used, 75

Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP), 76

system hardening, 156
system monitoring, 224
vulnerabilities, 76-77

single CA (certificate authority)
model, 284-285

single loss expectancy (SLE), 
131-132

single points of failure, 313
single sign-on (SSO) authentication,

155
SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 96
slag code. See logic bombs, 37
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Slapper (Linux) worms, 29
SLAs (service level agreements),

307, 319-320, 345
SLE (single loss expectancy), 

131-132
slogin utility, 177
SLP (Service Location Protocol), 58
SMBs (Server Message Blocks), 121

ports, commonly used, 75
smoke detection systems, 348
SMS (short message service)

handheld device security, 41
SMS (System Management Server),

Microsoft, 225
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer

Protocol), 57, 295
application-level gateway proxy-

service firewalls, 101
DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
email security, 181, 208-209
ports, commonly used, 75

smurf/smurfing DoS (denial-of-serv-
ice) attacks, 82

SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol), 76

system hardening, 156
system monitoring, 224
vulnerabilities, 76-77

SOA (service-oriented architecture)
authentication, 155

social engineering risks, 353-354
awareness training, 356-357
dumpster diving, 355-356
hoaxes, 355
phishing, 354
shoulder surfing, 355

software personal firewalls, 110-111

SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley) legislation,
337

spam, 33-34, 182-183
antispam software, 112-113
botnets, 36

SPAP (Shiva Password Authentication
Protocol), 150

spoofing, 79-80
SPSs (standby power supplies), 312
Spyware, 32-33
SQL injections, 231
SSH (Secure Shell), 295-296

DMZ (demilitarized zone), 89
FTP over SSH (Secure Shell), 59,

178
ports, commonly used, 75
remote access, 170, 177-178
versions, 178

ssh utility, 177-178
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 185,

292-293
browser security, 55
digital certificates, 282
FTPS (FTP over SSL), 59
hijacking, 78
HTTPS (HTTP over

SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 57,
184-185, 293

Linux Slapper worms, 29
TLS (Transport Layer Security),

57-58
SSO (single sign-on) authentication,

155
standby power supplies (SPSs), 312
stateful-inspection firewalls, 

100-101, 116
statistical anomaly detection, 196
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stealth viruses

stealth viruses, 30
steam ciphers, 265-267
steganography, 256-257

versus cryptography, 256
Stoned virus, 31
Storage Computer Corporation RAID,

317
storage-area networks (SANs), 42-43

firewalls
placement, 117
protocol analyzers, 118

virtualization, 115
Storm botnet, 36
STP (shielded twisted-pair) cables,

352
string signatures, 197
striped disk array RAID, 314
subnetting, 92-94
subordinate CA (certificate authority),

285
Sun Microsystems, Java, 50
switch-based NACs (network access

controls), 95
Symantec Antivirus Log Format, 236
symmetric key encryption algorithms,

177-178, 253-254
AES (Advanced Encryption

Standard), 62, 266
bit strengths, 269
DES (Data Encryption Standard),

177, 180, 265-266
Kerberos authentication, 148
key management, 256
RC (Rivest Cipher), 266
RCA4 (Rivest Cipher 4), 62

steam or block ciphers, 265-267
3DES (Triple Data Encryption

Standard), 266
SYN flood DoS (denial-of-service)

attacks, 82
syslog, UNIX, 230
syslog-ng, Linux, 230
syslogd, UNIX and Linux, 233
Systat protocol, commonly used

ports, 75
system access control lists (SACLs),

122
System Center Configuration Manager

2007, Microsoft, 234
system hardening, 206-207

nonessential services/protocols, 156
security settings, 157-158
updates, 156-157

system hardware/peripherals threats
BIOS, 38-40
handheld devices, 41-42
network-attached storage, 42-43
removable storage devices, 40-42
storage area network, 42-43
USB devices, 40-41

system logging, 233
System Management Server (SMS),

Microsoft, 225
System Monitor, 221-222
system restoration, 323-324
system security audits, 236-237

group policies, 241-242
storage and retention, 240-241
user access and rights, 237-238

best practices, 239-240



tracer/traceroute utilities
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T
T-Sight program, 81
TACACS+ (Terminal Access Controller

Access Control System Plus), 151
dial-up access, 170, 175-176
ports, commonly used, 75

Task Manager, 221, 233
TCP handshake process, man-in-the-

middle attacks, 80-81
802.1x, IEEE (Institute of

Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) standard, 172

ARP poisoning, 87
TCP ports, 74-75
TCP/IP hijacking, 77-78

DoS (denial-of-service) attacks, 
82-83

802.1x, IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) standard, 172

TCSEC (Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria), 142-143, 206

Teardrop DoS (denial-of-service)
attacks, 83

telecom systems, 96
telephony, 96

modem risks, 97
PBX (Private Branch Exchange)

systems, 96
telecom systems, 96
VoIP (voice over Internet

Protocol), 96-97
Telnet protocol, 74-76, 219

hijacking, 77
ports, commonly used, 75

TEMPEST (Transient Electromagnetic
Pulse Emanation Standard) shield-
ing, 350-351

templates, security, 157
Temporal Key Integrity Protocol

(TKIP), 270
weak encryption, 172

ten-tape rotation backups, 322
Terminal Access Controller Access

Control System Plus (TACACS+),
151

dial-up access, 170, 175-176
ports, commonly used, 75

tests. See exams (practice)
TGS (Ticket-Granting Server), 149
TGT (Ticket-Granting Ticket), 149
threat assessment, 130-131
3DES (Triple Data Encryption

Standard) symmetric key algo-
rithms, 266

Ticket-Granting Server (TGS), 149
Ticket-Granting Ticket (TGT), 149
time-of-day access restrictions, 

126-127
TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity

Protocol), 270
weak encryption, 172

TLS (Transport Layer Security), 185
Handshake Protocol, 292-293
HTTPS (HTTP over

SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 293

Record Protocol, 292-293
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 57-58
VPNs (virtual private networks),

293
Tower of Hanoi backups, 322
TPM (Trusted Platform Module), 

262-263
tracer/traceroute utilities, 218-219
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tracking cookies

tracking cookies, 53
Transient Electromagnetic Pulse

Emanation Standard (TEMPEST)
shielding, 350-351

Transport Layer Security (TLS), 185
Handshake Protocol, 292-293
HTTPS (HTTP over

SSL/Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Sockets Layer), 293

Record Protocol, 292-293
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 57-58
VPNs (virtual private networks),

293
transport layer, OSI (Open Systems

Interconnection) model, 179
Triple Data Encryption Standard

(3DES) symmetric key algorithms,
266

Trojan.W32.Nuker, 32
Trojans, 32

versus viruses and worms, 32
TrueCrypt, 173
trust hierarchy. See PKI (public key

infrastructure)
trust models, CA (certificate 

authority)
bridge model, 285
cross-certification model, 285
hierarchical model, 285
single model, 284-285

Trusted Computer System Evaluation
Criteria (TCSEC), 142-143, 206

Trusted Platform Module (TPM), 
262-263

twisted-pair cables, 352

U
UAC (User Account Control), Vista,

86, 145
UDP (User Datagram Protocol) ports,

74-75, 77
DoS (denial-of-service) attacks

Bonk, 83
Fraggle, 82
Teardrop, 83

ULA (unique local addresses), 93
Unicode hash. See NT LAN Manager

(NTLM) hash algorithm
uninterruptible power supplies

(UPSs), 311-313
unique local addresses (ULA), 93
unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) cables,

352
UPSs (uninterruptible power sup-

plies), 311-313
USB devices

encryption, 173
protocol analyzers, 103

USB device security, 40-41
User Account Controls (UACs), Vista,

86, 145
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ports,

74-75, 77
DoS (denial-of-service) attacks

Bonk, 83
Fraggle, 82
Teardrop, 83

user education policies, 346-347,
356-357

user-based access controls, 119-121
logical tokens, 127-128, 153



water-based sprinkler systems
525

usernames, 152-153
system hardening, 156

UTP (unshielded twisted-pair) cables,
352

V
vampire taps, 65
VeriSign CAs (certificate authorities),

281
certificate expiration, 289
digital certificates, 152

virtual local area networks (VLANs),
90-91

virtual machine monitors. See hyper-
visors

virtual private networks (VPNs)
demilitarized zone (DMZ), 173
extranets, 90
intranets, 90
IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),

170, 173-174, 178, 293-294
IPsec standard, 173-174
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling

Protocol), 170, 294
PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling

Protocol), 170
quarantines, 173
RAS (remote-access service), 173
TLS (Transport Layer Security),

293
virtualization, hypervisors, 114-115
viruses

antivirus software, 111-112
email security, 208-209
types, 30
versus Trojans and worms, 32

VLANs (virtual local area networks),
90-91

VMMs (virtual machine monitors).
See hypervisors

vmstat tool, UNIX, 225
voiceprint biometric authentication,

154
VoIP (voice over Internet Protocol),

96-97
VPNs (virtual private networks)

demilitarized zone (DMZ), 173
extranets, 90
intranets, 90
IPsec (Internet Protocol Security),

170, 173-174, 178, 293-294
IPsec standard, 173-174
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling

Protocol), 170, 294
PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling

Protocol), 170
quarantines, 173
RAS (remote-access service), 173
TLS (Transport Layer Security),

293

W
W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)

WAP standard, 60
WAE (Wireless Application

Environment), 60
WAP (Wireless Application Protocol),

60-61
war chalking, 172
war driving, 172, 207
warm sites, 310-311
water-based sprinkler systems, 

348-349
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WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)

WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), 270
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) stan-

dard, 61
security questioned, 62
weak encryption, 171

wet-pipe fire suppression systems,
348-349

whole disk encryption, 261-262
Trusted Platform Module, 262-263

Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) standard, 
60-61

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA), 270
Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA/WPA2),

62
weak encryption, 172

Windows authentication hashing
algorithms, 264-265

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), 270
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) stan-

dard, 61
security questioned, 62
weak encryption, 171

Wireless Application Environment
(WAE), 60

Wireless Application Protocol (WAP),
60-61

wireless encryption algorithms, 270
wireless local area networks

(WLANs), 61, 270
site surveys, 62-63

Wireless Markup Language (WML),
60

Wireless Session Layer (WSL), 60
Wireless Transport Layer (WTL), 61
Wireless Transport Layer Security

(WTLS), 61
Wireshark, 225

WLANs (wireless local area net-
works), 61, 270

site surveys, 62-63
WML (Wireless Markup Language),

60
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),

WAP standard, 60
worms, 29, 31-32, 41

versus viruses and Trojans, 32
WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access), 270
WPA/WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected Access),

62
weak encryption, 172

WSL (Wireless Session Layer), 60
WTL (Wireless Transport Layer), 61
WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer

Security), 61

X – Z
X.509 digital certificates, 277-28

HTTPS versus S-HTTP, 57
XXS (cross-site scripting), 55-56

Zbot, 37
zombies, 83
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